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The theMes of the 1964.InVitational Conference on .Testing` Problems
focused uPon various asp4ts of testing within a society and upon
technical advances in measurement. A report in Session 4 on the effect
of testing on theChinese,e'mpire provided an interesting contrast with
a' paper on the efIct of testing on the individual in modern America.
Session was devoted to the problems of testing across cultures
within a society and was explored from thj viewpoint of the educator,
the test-maker, the sociologist, ,and the 'psychologist. In contrasts to
these-rather'road aspects of measurement, Session II featured a dis-
cussion by three leading psychometrisians of some new mathematical
approaches to the analysis of test data All three sessions resulted in
a program that was both lively and absorbing and altogether appro-
priate for the twenty-fifth anniversary of this annual event.

The success of this program was due largely to the imaginative
planning of the chairman, Professor Chester Harris, to whom we are
all most grateful. We owe our thanks also to Profesior Omar Khayyam
Moore for his luncheon address on "Technology and Behavior," and
to the other distinguished speakers whose. papers we are pleased to
publish in these Proceedings. - ,

Henry Chauncey
PRESIDEN



s my,pleasur to nvited to plan the wenty-fifth Invithtional
Con rence on Testing 7blerns,sponsored by EduratIonal Testing
Se . helms e determine what might& appropriate papers and
topics foy discus sio his.conferencer,' I turned to a number of per-
sons hroughout cetintry for advice:

er
T esPonses were prompt

.' an xtremelyi helpful; in razi_Licad little ore to do than to select
and then-order into a reaso -equence a limited number V topics

sUgeg,elions for to that
meeting have been s wed

us, t 7e char,acter,of this Par-
rgely,hy a number of other per-

.

from tho,wealth of ideas" received. (T
we were n t able to.,crowd into Li one - ay
and passe ost to future chairmen
titular pr rn14-a in 1964 was shaft--
sons, to w. °tn. I am indebted. . if

,.My second task; was to secure the_ speakers. Again, tny correspond-. -,
ents It d frlen extremek helpful in 'identifying for knee exactly the
right person fore. ach oT a number of kopics. I then went to work to

1secure acceptances frOm,,these "right" persons. Their partieipatiori
i.

gave the conference its rength; to them I am (.ieeply mde:ted.
,

My third task wa,c to pfekide at the 'two in ruing sessions and at the
afternoon.-session. 'The_ interested audience sponding interesting
and provocative sp akcrs made these uties, especially e ofabIC. Thus,
my final expression of indebtedness to the 'Many wh came to heat'.

'dealin with.the effects of testing./ The second mornin ession was
tTh first. morning session presented two quite ere pa

voted-to three somewhat technicalgapers that seemed to me to repre-
sent 41see important, and fairly recent, fines of development that un-
doubtedly will influence our analyses of test data Dr. Henry, Chauncey
presided at the luncheon meting and introduced Dr. 0 K. Moore,;
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who spoke on "Technolny and Behavior The s on ''P4 i

ealin with various i.1, included four papers dg issues irr prole

$inee the recordnf the twenty -fifth Invitatrenee on-Te-sr.----
in 'Tr blems is printed here for all to read , It is unnecessary to'say

-- Imre. ese nien wreak for themselves; I hope they will speak to you.
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PHILIP H. DuBois
Washington 'University

Our negative enthusiasm for the present government in Peking should
not lead us to a lack of appreciation for great Chinese achievements
of the past, They have be'en many.

it is often said that the Chinese 'invented gunpowder and, quite
humanely, used it to frighten, rather.than to kill, their enemies,

Cer-tainly" they_ solved' the problem of diverse languages with the
remarkable invention of a common written langtiage a code by
which peoples who could not "communicate with one another orally
were able to communiCate:freety by means of writing. This invention
was so successful that the Chinese came to regard themselves as a
single people.

They invented' paper, which the West did not know how make
until some 'Chinese papermakers were captaie.d by Arabs at Samar-

kand in 751 AD. They invented printing. They deVejoped the arts.
But, more importantly for our purposes this 4rnorning, they invented
the psychological test, applying it to government, the very framework
of their society, in'such a manner that the test-makers, in effect, deter-
mined over many centuries much of the ,format of Chinese society.

The prolonged and intensive Chinese experience with testing seems
to have been completely ignored by contemporary psychornetricians.
In none of the writings on e-s ychometrics with which I am familiar is

there any mention of some 3,000 years of 'examinations in the Chinese
empire. This is rather surprising because' in ciA service .procedures,
it is easy 'to trace the continuity of Eastern-and Western, methods. Con"-
tinuity between Western educational and psychological ,examining
methods on the one hand and Chinese civil service testing on the
other is'inore difficult to demonstrate, but some influence s probable.
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1964 Inv Rational Conference on Testing Problems

' Even if Western psychometrics had been cornplekly independent '
of Chinese testing, the Eastern dkperience would have been of great
interest to us. It affords the one historical example of a society in-

e
which.examining methods introduced to attain cer!ain restricted objec-
tives actually began to determine many characteristics, of the society

It should be noted that through the ages the Chinese empire, unlike

est, did not_have a numerous hereditary aristocracy to consti-
tute its-governing class. The chief way4-tb a political career was through
pa-s-sing.a series of examinations in which competition was:very severe.

Moreover, China lacked another invention of the West: the univer-.
sity. Tee learned Chinese was one who/ had been successful in-passing

`competitive, examinations, and whose success brought ch:thges in his

attire and in tiffs title as well as public reeognitiq of his abilities. am.
employment in government service.

For long periods of time the system worked very well indeed. Only
occasionally were exaMinations suspended, one notable period being' _

the time in which the Mongol emperorsyuled in Peking. (The accounts
of Marco, Polo, who spent a number of years in China during their
rule, make no reference to the Chinese civil service examining

procedures. )
The - Chinese scholar 'seems to have been a reasonably successful

public administrator: Public office was often distributed by lot among
the mandarins who had passed three successive sets of examinations.

Millionsof men prepared for the tests, often for decades. and rela-
tively few achieved final success. The ,selection ratio was so small
that the tests themselves.would not have had to be very valid in Order

to be usefpl. That they Were useful is perhaps indicated by their long
history and by the fact that for many centuries, with relatively few
interruptions, the government of the Chinese empire preserved inte-S-

nal peace, provided security from many would-be invaders, And per-
mitted a flowering of civilization that in many respects was far more
advariitd than that prevailing contemporaneously in the West;

The earliest development Seems to have been a rudimentary form
of proficiency testing. About the year 2200 B.C., the emperor of
China is said to have examined his officials every third year. After
three examinations, he either promoted or dismissed them from the
service. There seems to be no record of the exact content nor of the
methods of testing, but the precedent of periodic examinations,was to

continue for many generations.
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Philip H. DuBois

A thousand years later in 1115 B.C., at the beginning of the Chan
dynasty, formal examining procedures of candidatcsr office were
established. Here the record is clear. Job sample tests were used re-
quiring proficiency irk the five basic arts: music,- arbhery, horseman-
ship, Writing' and arithmetic. Of the five, at least two, writing and
arithmetic, still have validity for public office. Knowledge of a sixth
art was also required skill in the rites and ceremonies of public and
social life.

It should be pointed out that this examining system. which was later_
to be centered upon the Confucian classics, was actuidly in existence
long before the time of Confucius (551-478 B.C.).

While the procedures changed from time to time, and the sources to
which I have had access are somewhat contradictory, a few dates
seem to be clear. In 46,5 B.C., by which time Confucian ethics had
become current, moral standards were introduced in the selection of
competitors. District magistrates were required to send to the capital
candidates who had acquired a reputation for filial piety and integrity.
Those whose moral character had been sufficiently attested were then
examined with respect to their intellectual qualifications_ At this time,
tfie test included not only measures of the six arts, but also familiarity
with the geography of the empire, civil law, military matters, agri-
culture, and the administration of revenue.

After 622 A.D., open competitive examinations took place at more
or less regular intervals. By 1370 A.D. three levels of examinations
were well established. The candidate who passed the examination in
his district became eligible to take a test at the provincial capital, and
those successful at the provincial capital we re eligible for final exami-
nations m Peking. Fora -bout 500 years the system was stable and a
description by William A. P. Martin in 187(1 is pertinent:

The candidates for office, those who are acknowledged
as such, in consequence of sustaining the initial trial, = are divided
into the three grades of .4u-ts'ai, clacjin, and tsin-shi, "Budding
Geniuses,- "Promoted Scholars," and those who are "'Ready for
Office." The trials for the first are held in the chief city of each
district . . They are conducted by a chancellor, w)lose jurisdiction
extends over an entire province, containing, it may be, sixty or
seventy such districts, each of which he is required to visit once a
year, and each of which is provided with a resident sub-chancellor,
whose duty it is to examine the scholars in the interval, and to have
them in readiness on the chancellor's arrival.
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1964 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems

About two thousand competitors enter the lists, ranging in age
from the precocious youth just entering his teensup to the vener-
able grandsire of seventy winters. Shut up for a night and a day,
each in' his narrow cell, they produce each a poem and one or two
essays on themes assigned by the chancellor, and then return to
thejr homes to await the bulletin announcing their place in the
scale of merit. The chancellor, assisted by his clerks, bccupies.sev-
eral days in sifting the heap of manuscripts, from which he picks
out some twenty or more that are distinguished by beauty of pen-.
manship and grace of diction. The authors of these are honored'
with the degree of -Budding Genius," and are entitled to wear the
decorations of the lowest grade' in the corporation of mandarins.
The successful student wins no purse of gold and obtains no office,
but hC has gained a prize, which he deems a sufficient compensation

.-..for year's' of patient toil. He is the best of a hundred scholars, ex-
empted from liability to corporal punishment, and raised above
the vulgar herd .

Once in three years these 'Budding Geniuses," these picked men
of the districts, repair to the provincial capital to eligage in com-
petition for the second degree, that of dur-jiii, or "Promoted
Scholar." The number of competitors amounts to ten thousand,
more or less, and of these only one in every hundred can be ad,
mitred to the coveted degree. The trial is conducted by special'.

!examiners sent down from Peking and this examination takes a
wider range than the preceding. No fewer than three sessions of
nearly three days each are occupied instead of the single day for
the first degree. Compositions in prose and verse are required, and
themes are assigned with a special view to Uniting the extent of
reading arid-depth of scholarship of;.the candidates. Penmanship is
left out of the account, each production, marked with a cipher,
being copied :by an official scribe, that the examiners may have no .h.
clew to its author and no temptation to render a biased judgment,'

The victor still receives neither 'Office rir emolument; but the
honor he achieves is scarcely less than that:,which was won by the
victors in the Olympic games. Again, he is one of a hundred, each

was a picked man; and as a result of this second victory
he goes forth an acknowledged superior among ten thousand con-
tending scholars. He adorns his cap with the gilded button of a
higher grade, erects a pair of lofty flag staffs before the gate of his
family residence, and places a tablet over his door to inform tho
who pass by that this is the abode of a literary prize-man. But ou
"Promoted Scholar" is not yet a mandarin, in the proper sense o
the term. The distinction already attained only stimulates his desir
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Philip H. DuBois

for higher honors,, honors which bring at lalt the solid recom-
pense of an income.

In the spring of the following year he proceeds to Peking to seek
the next higher degree, the attainment of which will proye a pass-
port to office:This contest is still with his peers, that is, with other
"Piromoted Scholars," who like himself have come up from all the
provinces of the empire. But the chances are this time more in his
favor, as the number of prizes is now tripled, and if the gods are it

propitious his fortune is made . . . H his name appears among the
favored few, he not only wins himself a place in the front ranks of
the lettered, but he plants his foot securely on the rounds of the
official ladder by which, without the prestige of birth or the sup-
port of friends, it is possible to rise to a seat in the grand council
of state or a place in the Imperial'Cabinet. All this advancement
presents itself in the distant prospect, wile the office upon which _

he immediately enters is one of respectability, and it may be of
profit.lt is generally that of mayor or sub-mayor of a istrict city,
or sub-chancellor in the district examinations, the v cant posts
being distributed by lot, and therefore impartially, a ong those .
who have prOved themselves to be "ready for office."

Before the drawing of lots, however, for the post of a magistrate
among the people, our ambitious student has a chance of winning
the more distinguished honor of a place in the Imperial Academy.
With this view, the two or three hundred survivors of so many con-
tests appear in the palace, where themes are assigned them by the
Emperor, himgell, and the highest honor,is paid to the pursuit of
letters by the exercises being presided over by his Majesty in
person. Penmanship reappears as an element in determining the
result, and a score or more of those whose style is the most finished,.
whose scholarship the ripest, and whose handwriting the most ele-
gant, are drafted into the college of-Hanlin, the "forest -of pencils,"
a kind of Imperial Institute, the members of which are recognized
as standing at the head of the literary profession. These are con-
stituted poets and yliStorians to the Celestial Court, or deputed to act
as chancellors and examiners in the several provinces.

But the diminishing series, in this ascending scale has not yet
reached its final term. The long succession of contests culminates
in the designation by the Emperor of some individual whom he
regards'as the Chuang-Yuen or model scholar of the empire
Provinces contend for the shining prize, and the town that gives the
victor birth`becomes noted forever. Swift heralds bear the tiding of
his triumph, .and the hearts of the peoPfe leap at their approach.
We have seen them enter a humble cottage, and amid the flaunting
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of banners and the blare of trumpets announce to its startled inmates
that one.of their. elations had ,been crowned by the Emiroo as the
laureate of the year. And so high was the estimation in tvl tch the

- people held the success of their fellow-townsman, that triS Wife was

requested to visit the six gates of the 'city, and to scaffer before
each a handful of rice, that the whole, population might share in
the good fortune of her household ,

If is obvious that which excites so profoundly the interest of a
whole nation must be productive of very decided results. That it
leads to the selection of the best talents for the service of the public

we have already seen; but .beyond this its primary object
exerciscs.a profoud influence upon the education of the people and
the stability of the goverrunent. It is all in fact, that China has to
show in the way. of an educational system. She has no colleges or
universities- it we except one that is yet in embryo,,---- and no

national system of common schools; yet it may be confidently as-
_serted that China gives 41 learning a more effective patronage than
she could have done if each of her emperors were an Augustus and
every premier a Maecenas. She says to all her sons, "Prosecute
your studies by such means as you may be able to command,
whether in,publie or in private, and when you are prepared, present
yourselves in the examination hall. The government will judge of
your proficiency and reward your attainments.-

Nothing can exceed the ardor which this_rstanding offer infuses

into the minds of all who have the remotest prospect of shar,ing in
the prizes. They study not merely while they have teachers to incite
them to diligence, but continue-their studies with unabated zeal long
after they have left the schools; they study in solitude and poverty:
they study amidst the cares of a family and the turmoil of business:
and the shining goal is kept steadily in view until the eye grows dim.

Some of the aspirants impose on themselves the task of writing a
fresh essay every day; and they do not hesitate to enter the lists as
often as the public examinations recur, resolved, if they fail, to con-
tinue -trying, believing that perseverance has power to command
success and'encouraged by the legend of the man who, needing a
sewing-needle, made one by grinding a crowbar on a piece, of
granite.

This .quotation from Martin, describing and praising the Chinese

testing system, is by no means unique. The use of competitive examina-
tions for, the selection of state officials was praised by many Western

observers and writers, including Voltaire. In fact, it is clear that
initially all civil service examining in Europe and in the United States`

page 8
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Philip I-IL DuBois

;
mused the Chinese syste,,%directly or indirectly, as a model. Civil,

service testing was introduced in France as a 1791 - reform. only 'to

be abolished by Napoleon. In England the first competitive examina
tions in connection Vyith public office were cinstitutcd for the selection
of'trainees for the civil service in India PSy men familiar with the Chi-,

nese system. Later, when the 'question of civil service exaMinations
for Great Britain as a whole was debated:in Parliameht, the Chinese
model was discussed with both favorable-and unfavorahle-Comments.

As "a 'part of an extensive study, Congressman Thomas A. Jenekcs,

one of the fathers of the United States CiVil Service, wrote 12 pages

on thereivii tervice of China.
Westernersseem to have been particularly impressed with the fact

that competition was open, that distinction came from merit, and that
a highly literate and urbane group of public officials resulted from the

-examination s stern.
The gre rlsis irrCh nese affairs came, of course;vhen the Chinese

realized they were arily inferior to the West, They quickly
dis v r equality in miliffity-power could not be achieVO with
out rnoerr~r science and technology. Accordingly, technological schools

and universities were up, but as long as the civil service-examina-
tions, which were largely literary in character, continued to be the
-way for an ambitious man, to have a career, modern education, was
not sufficiently attra-c-tive. Consequently, in 1905, the Chinese examid-
nation system was abcjlishedas a reform measure.

So much for a description and a bit of tile history of an ancient
Chinese venture in psychological examining as a tool of government...-

What can be said about their testing techniques from the point of
view of the modern psychometrician? In the first place, I find no evi-

dente to indicate that they invented either the multiple-choice format,
the, test-scoring machine, or item analysis, They did, however, recog-

nize that a relatively' short performance under carefully controlled
conditions could yield an estimate of the ability to perform under less
rigorously controlled conditions and for a longer period of time.
I think there is no doubt that the procedure selected capable public

ti
servants.

They recognized the problem of objectivity: concealing candidates'

names and sometimes using a bureau of copyists to copy gxamination
material before it was graded. In some cases, tests were 'read by two
independent examiners who handed their sealed evaluations to a third

examiner who reconciled any differences. ScorZ-:s seem to have been .
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in terms °frank rder.
The need"for uniformity in testing conditions was well recognized..

Considerable attention 'as given to proctiring the examination halls,
which Nere large and permanent installations consisting t4f hundreds
or small cells. Som0.ipies candidates died during the rigors of the
examinations, which- %Vent on day And night.

In this ye.a41964,:zwhen psyhological tests arc being used more and
more extensively at critical. points in the careers' of all our citizens,
we will do well to consider theirefficts on individuals, on specific insti-
tutions, and or:society. 'The' Joni Chinese experienis- is a pertinent
case history it is ,a plausible hypothesis that much of,!A greaCstrength
of the Chine-se ernpiri-. came frprn the intellectuill vigor of men who
were bright enough to compete in eXaminations reqhiring the writing
of poems and "cight-legged essays:"/- '

Certainly the opportunities that were, openedAup by successfp,the
ex minations stimulated millions of individuals to" long years of schol-
ar. hip. Perhaps the greatest drawback was that the scholarship was
not always pertinent. In the nineteenth cemury. China suddenly found
herself 'surpassed in technology by the West. While Chinese civiliza-
tion had:been .relatively static, Westerners invented the steam engine,
the power loom, and the ircinclad. was tben that the Chinese, in
order to preserve their country and their institutidns, began to desire
progress according to the Western model, At that time the age-old
examining system was discovered to be a hindrance.

So far, with 60 years of experience, we Westerners have not found
our psychological examining a hindrance. But beco ing increas-
ingly apparot that our test-makers, like those of Jncicnt China,
est4blish goals for indiYidu.ils and influence the shape of social insti

Item writers as well as song writers 'mold the patterns of a
culture:
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This stlydy orig hilted in a methodological 411 on, Opera
measuring peisonality° are less satisfactory than hose for assessing
abilities and aptitudes,. Does this relative inadequacy, stem IfiTin the ,

heterogeneity of subjects' reactions to tests? Morepecificatly, are
reactions:to per8onality tests Sore diverse than cliose ,-,ko cognitive
tests? If so, dod such greater 4.4t7 sity, help to acemilat for this

inadequaby? . .,
A

The initial purpose was to ex plore reactions to tests by metros of the
simulated `subject technique which Arne (1962) developed to evalu-

ate the adequacy of the experimental conditions. used in some areas
of psychologidal reswirch, To permit greater generalization of the find-

,
ings, the survey` method was seleged, Durinp the planning stage, it,

became obvious that other significaqt intimation could also be ob-
twined at little additional cost. The actual study sought answers ito five

basic questioas:
-..

1. What experiences have pe in this country had with psycho-
- ----:. ..

logical tests? , ' A

' 2. What view about psychological tests have they encountered?
-' 3. How do laymen evaluate psychological tests of various kinds?

4. How do people feel about takin tests? (How do they feel about ,

being given a test? Haw do they feel hile taking it?)

" This 'study was supjortcd by Grant MH-06582 from the National Institute
of Mental Health, United States Public Health Service.

am indebted to Naomi Berne, Jere Brophy, Castellano 'Turner, and-,
Thomas Tyler for their assistance in the ,statistical analyses. I am also in-
debted:to the staff of the National Opinon Research Center, especially Carol
Bowmati, Galen GockelHarold Levy,-and Patrick Page.
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. What are the methodological implications of the answers to
these for questions, especially-the latter two?

Method
it

mpie
lire 'study of these,questions was conducted with the assistance of
the National Opinio9 Research Center whose excellent organizatkm
conducted the intmiews and did' the coding and tabulating. A na-
tional: sample of 589 respondents was obtained. It \was limited to
persons 21 through .64 years of -4e who had completed at least. the
sixth grade.,'Tge sampling was intentionally biased to obtain about
one-third- more resportdents who'had been to college' than would be
found in the national .populations there were 27 per ce in, that
categofy rather tlian'20 per cent.

The sample was quite representative of the country at large with
-respect to,sex.,_race, and age. The -Correspjaidence on place of resi-
dence and on'oecuilationkwoup was close enough to perinit cchfident

approximate_peneralizati.onlltt the national population.

The Procedure.
The interview:generally took about an hour. The questions asked will
be brought out in-the presentatiOn of r-t-Vrndings. However, the simu-,
la -d subject pre edure.' requires detailed destriplion. This part took

place during the middle' portion 'of the inter4ew.
Each respdndent was assigned in ,advanee to one context and to

two tests. The:Job context had instructions asking the subject ,to:

o

sup-

p ± t that he wks applying for a jobond that he given a test. This
posed test started with the instructions and the several items that

were actually presented to him; he was :asked to respond to these
items. In the Research context, the instructions asked the subject to
oppose that a college professor had- asVed him to take the test for

tome research he was doiiig, and to answer anonymously. The con-,
text was referred to again when the second test was give it was also
mentioned twice during the exploration of his reactions to each test.

The six incomplete, simulated tests had titles and instructions
closely resembling those from which they were borrowed. The six
included the following: an intelligence test based on the Act-,._an
interest test derived'from the Strong; an innocuous personality ques-
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ionnaire adaptqd from the Tom' urstone Temperament Schedule; a less,
innocuousMulfiphasic Inventory based on the mkipt; an Incomplete

kent 'rot; and an instrument with two ink blots. The first five

Leven items each.
4;1 test for the significance-of differences in proportions

_comparison was between two parts which together
°tat/sample. For comparisons of pairs within a set of

rsectrat Ttrtopofti A the studentized range test provided the criterion

for each comparison, with recognition of thp ;dative severity of this

standard.,),1'''
The-method appears to have worked fairly Since it seemed to

mike little difference whether a test cane ti t or second, all respond-

ents given each test within the same context were 'grouped together.

,Thus we had about one hundred' subjects Pfrr,,,test per context. Not-

withstanding the' arbitrary assignment to these AperimentAl condi-

tions, the six groups within each context were reasonably comparable
on demographic variables, as were_ the two main context groups
themselves.

The experimental technique appears to have been fairly effective.
Tkis impression is supported by internal evidence, such as the direc-

tion of group deerences: Also, the subjects reported that they main-
tained the instructional set for the specific context fairly well. As
might be expected, however, a handful of subjects did objet to their
being asked to take the tests, The level of affect aroused in the sub-
jects seems to have been below that which the subjects recalled having

experienced during their last/ actual 'test.

Findings

Experiences with Tests end Evaluations of Tests

Almost two-thirds of this sample of adults reported having taken at
least one test, other than tests taken pile in some school. Half of the

total group had.had a test when'applying for a job. Only 15 per cent
had taken tests for admission to college, these comprising a little over

`half of those who went to college. Of those going to other schools,
smaller prop;rtioris took tests for admission'.

Exposure to views about tests was reported by 62 per cent, Many
remembered having read something, some had heard discussions of
tests, and a smaller number had taken courses in which tests were
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presumahly mentioned. The views reLalled wereamore favorable than
11.111aVOrabiC.

When asked to select the best way to find out whether a person is
.qualified for something (filch as a job or admission to a Kko1), the
interview method received most first choices, especially among thcise
with the most college education! Tests came second, rceiving one
third of the first choices and one-quarTer of the second choices. Appli-
cation blanks and references were preferred by much smaller propor-
tions of the sample.

Respondents were given foutchoices, from very good to very poor,
to intlicate their aluaticm of tests for finding out about a person's )

abilities and skills, likeslikes and dislikes, how h- gets along with other
piople, and what his personal problems are. _Tice results are given in
Table 1. More than 75 per client of the sample evaluated tests as good

I
Table 1

EN/91411010ns of Tests for Different Characteristics
(In Per.decits)

How good or poor do you think Very Fairly Fairly" Very
tests would be for finding out Good Good Poor Poor

.. . what a person's aptitudes,
skills, and abilities are? 51 10 5

.... what a person likes and.
dislikes! 35 44 10 11

.... how a person gets along
with other people! 23 30 23 24

.. what someone's personal
problems are! 20 28-- 22 30

for assessing abilities and for measuring likes and dislikes. In contrast,
only about half rated tests as good for finding out about/ a person's
social relations or personal problems. I suppose person ihty testers
can be pleased that the proportions, are even that kirge.

Interpretations of Teats

After these general opinions had been explored, each subject was
given two simulated tests. The final question asked about each was:
"What do you think that iest is supposed to find out ?" The'replies.are
classified in Table 2.
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Table 2
*

yiepiles to the Question:
.--Iwhet do you think that teat is supposed to find out?"

(In Per-Cents) *

Simulated Test

r
i a
Classification

. tai Responses

"Psychological
Examination"
(Intel( gence)

"Preference
Inventory"
(interests)

"Like is and
Dislikes"

(Temperament)

., -Multiphasic
Personality
Inventory"`

"Incompl
Sentence "Ink-Blots-

Intelligence 31 2 5 ,r . 4 I2 12

Eduoution.crd
i

1

knbwledge 19 1 9 0 2

A specific ability 17 2 2 4 3

Verbal skills 13 0 0 4

Personality 6' 25 24 15

Stability
'Petting along

with others

9;

DI

1

1

4

4

14

A specific trait 0 i 0, 3 0 0

Interests 51 8 5 2 2

Imagination 0 0 0 17

Multiple answer 21 19 27 29 24 14

Irrelevant and
mis-cellaneaus 7 6 4 10 6

Don't know 17 10 15 10 15 23

The rnajorityj hazarded specific guesses and these are the ones with

which we shall Ile concerned, The intelligence test was interpreted as
such by a majority of those giving specific replies. However, a few
thought that it measured personality! The intel'ests test received an
even clearer conknsus of correct judgments. The socalled "Inventory
of Likes and Dilikes", (borrowed from the Thurstone Temperament

Schedule) was Siven rpore varied interpretations, with personality
being the modal specific response. A similar pattern of perceptions
was obtained for the Multiphasic Inventory, but stability was more
frequently mentio ed for this test. The same general pattern recurred

for the Incomple e SOnces, although intelligence and verbal skills

received' more -_ entions and stability received almost none. While
the modal resporPafor -the Ink-Blots was imagination, almost as
many saw it. as measuring personality and, like, the other projective
test, a -number thought it measured intelligence.'

Jt is obvious that the-majority of those giving specific perceptions
of these tests. made interpretations which° thosg who developed the
tests wont& consider highly appropriate and accurate. Not even the
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general purpose of,prdjective. tests conjd-lile consikicired as -disguisZal'
Examination ,of the simulated tests indicates that the respondents
based;their interpretations primaffly on the content of the items,
rather than on the names of the. tests or the instructions.

Reactions to simulated Tomes

After each subject completed the brief simulated test, he w asked
how he would feel about taking it in the Job or Research context
which had be= portrayed to him before The testing. This open-ended

,question' elicited a diversity of reactions. A' quarter of thiis4rnple
expre4ied indifferenee additioli, almost half Pf the Job group and
more tl-tn 'a quarter of the- Research group exprcrised some kind of
negative reaction, with criticisms of the test predominating. Very, few-
expressed uneasiness ,or discomfort; very few said tests are prying or
can be..faked. (For each context group, less than 5 per cent of the
replies fell in each of these latter four categories.)

In the attempt to uncover hidden negativereactions,' respondents
were also asked whether other people would feel differently about
taking the test, and if so, how they would feel. VV1iik_.;,:elOse to 10 per
cent projected some kind of negative reaction, the majority of those
saying that others might feel differently had the good psychological
sense to observe that it would depend upon the person. Although the'
layman's psychological understanding is naive and untutored, we once
again find that it is rather sound.

Nomothetic data on reactions were also. obtained by asking the
subjects to indicate which of 13,phrases described and which did not
describe how they felt while taking the test. (See the first two columns
of Table 3.) "Dian't mind," -Interested," and "Curious" were se-
lected by majorities. In'addition, denials of most of the phraserindi-
eating negative feelings were made by majorities.

Of the many comparisons between the Joh and the Research con-
text groups, only a few were significant These are judged to he real
differences in most instances since [boy tend to be consistent and in
the expected direction.' For example, the Research group expressed
more willingness to cooperate. More of the Joh moup comille_nted that
the test had a poor relation to job performance and gave /negative
comments of other kinds. But also; more of the Job group said tests

good_ (Once again, the relative frequencies Ire srnall and these
findings show diversity within the group rather than inconsistency
within the individual,)

26
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Tab's 3
Subjects' Freallnpa while Taklisp Tests

(In Per Gents)

Feelings While Taking
Simulated Test

Recollection of Feelings While
Taking Last Actual Test

__Describes

Job
Context

Research
Context

Purpose

Application for
Application Admission to

for Job School or College

I was Miens Does 59 64 69 74
Does not Id 10 7 4

I Was curious Dose; 55 61 35 52
Does not . 14 10 17 13

I felt uncomfortable Does 12 10 28 24
snot .. 53 60 34 37

!didn't mind Does 69 75 42 44'
Does not 12 8 19 19

I was annoyed Does 6 3 11 9
Does not 61 67 53 56

I felt like laughing Does 17 16 2 L 4
Does not 49 54 65 61

I was anxious - Does 12 10 55 54
i Does not 44 ,, 46 16 19

I was irritatad Does 4 2 4 4

Does not 68 70 58 54

was bored': Does 5 2 2 4

Does not 63 70 63 63

I felt it was silly Does 25 14 6 11

Does not 44 56 68 54

I wa Does 5 4 8 9
Roesnot 55 62 46 44

was fins* Does 8 1Q 56 48
Does not . 57 60 19 28

felt pleased Does 23 27 27 24
Does not 28 24 25 20

N .(297) (292) (259) (54)

Reactions to the several pairs of tests were examined separately.for
h context._ Few significant differences were found and in no case

was the same pairing significant in both contexts.,. Since the statistical
criterion may have been too stringent, andsince there may have been
interaction between test and context, some of the significant differ-
ences will be mentioned. Most involved the ink-13Iots Test. More
often than for other tests it was seen as ridiculous and it made sub-

6-jects feel embarrassed. The intelligence test was more likely to make
subjects feel uneasy and the Multiphasic Inventory elicited more corn-

.

ments that tests can be faked.'
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After the simulated tests, the subjects were asked about their expe-

_
riences witlkactual testa and their most recent actual test was identi-

fid, For many, this was a-test taken in school many years ago. 'Even
tor those taking tests when applying for a job, the median time interval

was six years. Therefore, the reported feelings about these last actual
tests must be seen as filtered, through years of memory. Reports ,for
tests taken when applying for a job and for admission to a school or
college go_ given ln_ihe last two columns of Table 3.

Qpnted this limitAtion stemming from remoteness in time, the de-
scriptions of feelings on the thirteen items show a numb'er of striking
differences from the feelings about the simulated tests. With one minor
exception, for each of the several real contexts, a. majority of the

----subjects-reported- feeling-anxious and tense; these proportions are
several times those for the simulated tests. Reactions to the actual
tests more frequently included feeling uncomfortable and frustrated
while the feelings about the simulated test were more often "1% didn't

mind," "I felt like laughing," and "it was silly."
Thus, much more negative affect was reported, in long retrospec-

tion, for actual rests, In comparison, while the free responses to the

Iju9tion about how they would feel about taking the simulated tests
in the indicated context did produce more negative reactions than
positive, these were tyltally criticisms of tests rather than reports of
negative feelings. Fina y,.we have the reports of how the subjects
felt while taking the simulated tests, reports which are more positive

than negative. Thus, we find reasing amounts of negative reactions
with increasing levels of i ential consequences, starting with how the
subjects felt about taki short, obviously inqomplete mock tests in
the survey interview- oing on how they thought they would feel
about taking a complete test in real life, and ending with how they
recalled having actually felt while taking a test which often could,
affect their lives. (Data from another group given a similar, but
briefer, procedure are consistent with this trend: for the reports of

these subjects on how they would feel about taking the simulated test
in a' given context, the frequencies for "anxious" and "tense" are
intermediate between those for the actual test and those for the simu-
laced test in-the survey group.)

On the one hand, it is clear that the simulation of context 'worked

T--to only a limited degree; the.simulated tests were probably not sufft-
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ciently realistic and the subjects were not given enough alp in the
role-taldng we triedto have them 'perform. On the other hand, the
findings clearly suggest that being tested, even in an artificial situa-
itetiOai some Irripacton-petsple, and that the degree of impact ins,

creases with the potential consequences for the subjects.

Methodological Implications k

Our findings indicate pat a person who is given a psychological test

will ilsually have a reasonably good idea about the general charac-

teri c which is being tested. However, his feelings and reactions w I
be determiriedonly in small part by the perceived nature of the test:
rather, he will be lending primarily to the fact of being tested. If
great deal, depends upon his performance, he is likely to feel anxious
and tense, and quite understandably so. But even if the' test resultS
will not affect' him one way or the other, there is still a good chance (--17

that he will feel uneasy, perhaps even resentful.
While such feelings do occur commonly, other feelings and per-

cepiionsdnay also be present. The subject may have great faith in

tests, or he may see them as silly and invalid,,he may even feel that
testing is wrong. then again, he may enjoy taking the test. The diver
sity of subjects' `perceptions of tests and feelings about being tested--
must be considered in designing the procedures for administering a
test, and particularly in formulating the instructions.

tanning this research: it was anticipated that the diversity of
ons and reactions would be least for the intelligence test; and

would increase for the other tests, through the test of interests and the
other questionnaires to a maximum for the projective tests. These
differences were not found. Hence the differences in psychometric

,n-adequacy between intelligence tests and personality tests cannot be
explained on this basis. It now seems that the critical difference is in

the tasks involved.
Tests of ability present the subject with a clearly defined task, dile

which he understands and which he is able and willing to perform.
In addition, they present a set, of stimuli, each of which is interpreted
by the several subjects in the same way, at least with respect to how
their responses to it should be determined. By these means, tests of

--alailitylffititnize the potential intrusion of such irrelevant sources of

variance as the diversity among subjects' evaluations of tests and the
variatiorr among-their subjective feelings while taking the test.
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the other side, the task posed by the typical personality test is
much less isely defined. The instructions,' though intelligible, do
not furnish the subject with explicit criteria for selecting his response:
ifcafter.,making-his--response, he were to review it, he could usually
not be confident that he had ;given the response called for in the in-
structions. In addition, if the test is verbal, there is vagueness and
ambigdity- in the items themselves and in the permitted ,response
alternatives (e.g., see Benton, 1935,. Eisenberg, 1941).

This-lack of structuring and of conse.guent restraints in personality
tests permits the subject to perceive the task as a whole, and each
item in pfiticular, in a way determined in part by his .reactions to the
total testing situation. Hence the differential reactions found in this
research can affect the way in which a *son responds to a test of
thiS kind. We can expect that different subjects will approach the test
differently. If sty,` the -scores-derived from their responses willnot- be
comparable because the experiMental conditions have not produced
similar constraints in the several subjects (cf. Fiske & Butler, 1963) .

Summary

A majority of the adults in this country have taken a psychological
lest outside of their schoolwork. A majority have also been exposed to
views about-tests. Although tests are not of great concern to the lay-
man, he makes highly appropriate interpretations of the purposes of
tests. He typically evaluates tests favorably, especially for determining
a person's qualifications, for assessing abilities and skills, and for
determining likes and dislikes.

This study found a considerable range of reactions to the condition
of being tested. The particular test is unimportant, in contrast to the
effects associated with being tested. Negative reactions, and especially
reports of negative affect, increase in frequency with the significance
of the situation to the subject.

It is argued that tests with explicit tasks and definite criteria for the
subject to use in selecting his responses can provide sufficient structure
and constraints to minimize the unwanted variance which differenlial
reactions would otherwise contribute to obtained test scores.
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The Structure of
Interrelations among

Intelligence 'Tests

Recently I have been working on two different kinds of problems
which are not unrelated. One is substantive, dealing with certaindata
of intelligence tests; the other is computational. The substantive-prob
lem has concerned me over. a number of years. A few months ago, it

finally seemed tractable, although incompletely solved, The data were

now organized in a certain.. fashion; and my plan was to present them
in this manner. But something happened after I arrived in Ann Arbor
(to serve as Visiting Professor for this academic year).

Just before leaving Jerusalem, I had finally succeeded in working
Out the basic equations for the, computing problem, providing a gen-
eral nonmetric technique for defining Euclidean spaces for data. This
sounds very forbidding, but is actually very simple irri its outcome.
Small empirical examples were worked out on a desk calculator; these
and the eqdations will appear shortly in Psychornetrika (6). Larger
problems, like the substantive data of this paper, are more con-

' veniently done on an electronic computir. Dr. James Lingoes and I
have been collaborating recently on developing an appropriate IBM
7090 program. The week before this conference, the computer was '-

fed the data, using the new nonmetric program. The results were so
'startling tore up the intended speech and must present a differ-

ent one! L.

The general problem is that of the structure of interrelations among
mental tests. It has been tackled from several points of view in the
past, one of which is the definitional aspect. For several years some

`colleagues and I have been working on a definition of the universe of
ifictitalabilities.-Recently we arrived at a proposal, which is in press

in. Jerusalem (4). It reads as follows:
===_==== .
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, A Faceted Definition of Intelligence

An act of a subject is intelligent to the (extent) to which it is

classified by a (tester) as,(demonstrating) a correctperception of
an _ unex.hibited _logical (aspect) of a (relation) intended by the
tester, on the basis of andther (exhibited) logical (aspect) of that
relation that is correctly perceived by the subject:

Israelis is not as old as China; so it is not yet a "test-dominated
society" interestingly, described by Dr. Philip DuBois earlier thii
morning. But we 'are getting more involved -in testing. Two testing
programs with which I have been associated have created, for me the
need to clarify a number of the issues and have led to this proposal.
A full ,explanation and exploration of the above definition could take
several weeks or months. But we need grasp only a few aspects of it
for-our_ purposes this more g_

This definition,is called "faceted" because it is in terms of what I
call -"facets," namely, the parenthesized variables. In essence, it says
that testing is a process of communication between the tester and the
subject, and that to characterize an intelligence test item we have to
characterize both the stimulus and the response.

In working with pencil-and-paper tests. (as testers have for these
many years), if we ask how a tester can communicate with a sub-
ject, the answer appears to'' he that there are three basic kinds of
"languages" at his disposal. He can use words the mother tongue
of the subject and of the tester perhaps. He can use symbols of a
more formalized language such as arithmetic or algebra n where
not just the symbols are involved but the subject has been educated
in the syntax for use of these symbols (e.g., the subject knows what
algebra is). Or he can use pictures whether objective or non-
objective. These three languages can be used separately or in com-
bination. It is hard to think of any other way of communicating by
paper and pencil.'

These languages of communication constitute one importam facet
of the means of "exhibiting logical aspects of relations," that is, means
of constructing items. Our point of view is that facets of this sort are

,guidelines for item construction. If you want to construct iterns, one
thing to consider is: what language of communication should be used?
Should it be verbal numerical, or pictorial or ,some combination of
these?

Apart from the language of communication, one has be :con=
, ,
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cerned-about the substance being communicated. This again is an
important facet of what is being exhibited, or of item construction.
We have found it possible and tneful to distinguish between "analytical
ability" items and "achievement " items just, by making a crude
dichotomy of the kinds of things which can be exhibited about a rela-
tion. There are to kinds of things a relation has a rule and a relation
has elements. Interpret the word "relation" here in the sense of the
theory of sets, of which we need no technical knowledge beyond
recognWng the two aspects: a rule and the things which conform
to the rule.
/ An analytical ability item is an\ item in which the subject is aske

_to deduce the rule. You show him some, of the elements which con
form to the (unexhibited) rule, and he has to infer the rule froin these.
For'example, analogies are analytical ability items. You exhibit paired
elements, such as (dog, puppy), (cow, ?). The subject, in answering
this properly by setting "calf" in place of the question mark, shows
that he has deduced the rule. Elements were exhibited here which
obey W rule, but it was not said explicitly what the rule is the tester
infers from. the response that the subject has a correct perception
of the rule.

In an achievement item, the rule itself is exhibited-and assumed to
be understutld by the subject; the subject has to operate with the ele-
ments propel' according to that rule. If the subject is asked: "What
is the sum of 7 and 5T' the assumption is he' knows what addition is.
The intended problem is: can he work properly according to the rule
of addition, that is, can he do what he knows he ought- to do? The
question "Who was the first president of the United States?" is an
achievement item, assuming the subject ,knows what "president"
means and what the "United States" means. He knows what the rela-
tion is he knows the rule; the question is: can he come up with
the proper element which obeys this rule?

I have recently been exploring these ideas by looking over previ-
ously published results of others on various batteries of tests, since we
have not yet been able to design and administer large batteries in
Israel. There are many rich treasures to be found in our !nerve of
correlation matrices for large batteries of tests, but among the richest
still are the' excellent series of the "purstones, the very ones from
which "primaryrmental abilities" were first sought by simple-structure
multiple-factor analysis (7,8). I had recently been looking at these

--large batteries again, and had thought to give you tdday some pie-
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tures of, portions of their correlatibn matrices, selecting out a priori

the tests which clearly obey. or better, are defined by the two

facets just discussed: the facet of language of communication (numeri7
ettli.-verbskseometrical) and the facet of what is being done with

the substance being communicated (analysis or achievement). This
gives a" six -fold classification of the tests, since each of the three ele-
ments of the first facet can go with each of the two elements of the
second facet.

The tests can vary on other facets. For example, the subject can be
asked either to recall a to recognize an answer. An attempt was made
to hold this particular facet constant by picking out only tests in which
checklists were exhibited. A few exceptions were allowed when there

were not enopgh tests to fill in an area. Tests calling only for memoriz-
ing were complptely omitted. Among verbal tests, the rule in some
oasis referred46-The souri d of the words rather than their meaning;

such tests were also culled.
There are many possible facets. For example, within arithmetic

or even within addition alone the number of digits per number is
a facet. The number of numbers to be added is also a facet Thus,
addition by itself is an infinite domain; one can construct an- infinite

variety of addition tests which vary among themselves on at least two
facets (the number of addends and the number of digits per addend,

respectively).
Not all of such further facets could be held constant because exist-

ing batteries have not been constructed by taking these systematically
into account. NeverthelesS,tuided by the facet -culling strategy, I had
arrived at some pictures for portions of the Thurstone batteries. Seven-

teen tests from the Primary Mental Abilities monograph scaled to fit
the culling rules rather well; their intercorrelations are given here in
Table 2. Twenty-one tests were selected similarly from the Factorial

Studies of Intelligence monograph; the intercorrelations are in

Table 1.
i

IVfy hand analyses of these tables revealed certain interesting cir-
eumplexes, taking two languages of communication at a time against
the achievement-analysis fa-et. This essentially duplicated, verified,

and expanded the findings reviously obtained from Guilford's data
in referebee 4. It was n ar how to unite all these interrelated
circumplexes- into one picture. The total-- picture appeared. multi-
dimensional and too difficult to handle by my primitive (but effective
-for one or two dimension's when there is little error) hand manipula-
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tuns. It eemedhest to show you just the subanalyses the matrices
being arranged differently from the present Tables 1 a d 2 and
leave open the question of the over-all picture.
.4,113serinently, Tables 1 and Z were fed into the University of Michi-

gan-coMputer with the new nonmetric smallest-space-analykis pro -
gram, and diagrams were drawn from actual Euclidean coarclinates
that resulted from the calculations. One big surprise vv s that only
two dimensions sufficed to describe each of the configqations. The'
nonmetric technique in general will yield a smaller space than will .

conventional factor analysis; even so, two dimensions ware less than
had been anticipated from the previous attempt to organ0 these data.
A second surprise was that, for the firstlime, we had produced actual
empirical pictures of what I have called a radex!

Now the concept of the radex was introduced over ten years ago ,
(1). It didn't catch hold for several reasons, one of which was the
lack of a good computing technique for plotting a radex.. Many empiii-
cal examples,of parts of radexes, especially those called simplexes and
circumplexes, have been published. A simplex is a simple ordeiing of
tests, or of any other get of interrelated variables. Consider, for exam-
ple: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Holding 'con-
stant the facet of the number of digits involved, there is evidence that
addition, correlates more with subtraction than 'with multiplication,
and least with division; two-tests which are closer in their a priori
order also correlate higher with each other. In a circumplex, there's
a circular ordering of the tests; tests correlate more closely with their
immediate neighbors and less with more distant tests around the circle.

In the radex, _both orderings hapPen simultaneously. Tests are in a
two, or -even higher, dimensional space, radiating out from some
center. But still the contiguity relation remains. Tests closer together
in the space intercorrelate more highly, and tests farther apart inter-
correlate less. The computing problem is: can we find an analytical
way of plotting these relations of nearness and distance? This problem
has been solved, and the resulting technique applies to a wide variety
of problems, not just to radexes nor just to correlation matrices: It is
appropriate for a great variety of psychOrnetric prtiblems in _which
only qualitative notions of distance occur, as well' as to data given
originally in some metric. form.

We can see immediatelyedily noV3- a great virtue of this nonmetric
approach: you can compare your original data directly with the final
diagram without looking at the intermediate calculations. You do not
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trolitions.lrom-T-hurstonsand-Thurstons

F4CTORIAL STUDIES OF INTELLIGENCEt

N 7 710 Eighth Grade Children

'Test Analytical.

Norm code N' V', G'
..19.0!_1(.41. ,33. 18

High Numbers. 29

Letter Grouping 33"
Faces 18

Leifer Series 34

Three Higher 56

ABC 1

,33 41

33 - 37
41 37

.32 44 32

SO .33 31

32 31 32

..,,Ident1cc$Numbers, 30 28 29 39

Number Patterns 38. 26 29 31

Adthrhetic 5

completion 10

MOIllpiliallan 37

Dot Counting I 14

33 24 13

32 34, 26

22 30 24

22 .24 '27
----"17-t6retuntinot 716-- W 20 31

Dot Counting li '15 30 14 : 35

r Pursuit . . 44 .26 14 40

IdenticoliPidures 31 31 27 52

Geometrical oil 8. 32 .17 27

Proverbs 20 25 16

Vocabulary 45 18 23 16

Paragraph, 47 17 20 13

Addition 3 22'113 15

I

Analytical or Complex Achievement

V* NI N'

34. 5; 1 30 38

32 50 32 28.26
44 33 31 2979
32 31 32 39 31

N G G G

(V) V N (N)1N ) (N) G G

5 10 37, 14 16 15 44 31

Achievement.

0 V V V N.
28 43 A5 47 ,3

38 31 15 32

38 33 29 27

31 33 28 20

15 29. 28 30

32 27 20 30

40

40

20

17

17

20

2Q

4 29 03 09

38 31 18 20

44 33 .47 24

28 28' 36 117

21 24 32 17
27 27, 39 28

18 23 31 22

23 25 40 .29

30 .26 22, 10 22

34 27 20 00 07

34: 28 24=01 05

31 26 21 02 03

21 39 29 28. 11).

33 32 .22 :22 19 30 26 31

24 34 30 24 20 24 .14 27

13 26 24 27 31 35 4p 52

40 40 20 17 17 24 20 28

45 38 44 28 21 27 1.8 23

29 31 33 28 24 27 23 25

03 18 47 36 32 39 31,4
09 .20 24 17 17 28 22 29

- 46 21 08 -03 09 14 09

46 - 29 08 03 07 14 19

21 29 42 33 30 12 15

08 08 42 70 50. 20 14

=03 03 33 70 60 27' 19'
0 9 0 7 3 0 5 0 6 0 46 29

14 14 12 20 27 46 45

09 19. 15 14 19 29 45

25 24.05 03 04 17 35 31

39 52 06 00 -03 -01 08 12

43 72 13 02 =02 -03 06 08

36 57 .16 01 =02 =02 02 08

26 23 50 38 33 27 08 05

32. 20 18

17 25 23

27 16 16

17 22

20 23

1315

30 , 34 34 31 21

26 27 28 26 39
22 20 24 '21 29.

TO 00 -01 02 28
22 07 05 03 16

25 43 36 26

24 52 72 57 23 '1

05 06 13 16 .50

03 00 02 01 38

04-03-412--02'

1101 =0302 27.
35 08'. 06.02 08
31 12 08 08 OS "

.17 _10 03

23. 55 44 '09
17 55 67 16

10 44 67 - 19
03 09 16:19

ilased on Table 1 (pp. 8447)

44N, V, and G represent nUmerical, verbal, ond geometric tests, Starred' Symbols represent, analytical tests; unstarred symbols represent achievement le*
: =. :
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Correlailons from L. Li Thuritone

.PRIMARY MENTAL'ABILITIEst
. ,

N 240 University Students

Teat Analysis Analysis

44inni -Cade

Number'

Verbal Analogies '41

Humber kris. 73_ 7,

Arithmetical Reasoning 39

Verbal Classification

Punched Holes 24

Figure C10100104 8

Taglar Completion 35

Lozenges 22

Lozenges A 19

RieosonOV 40

NSW: 34

: i Surfed, Development 23

flags : 20

Disarranged Words 12

Grammar 57

Multiplication 33

Identical forms *, 26

:

Achievement Achievement Adievemet

V_

41

N' N* Vs Ga 0'
37 39 624 -8

N IQ G V

35 22 T9 40

N 0' V V

34 23 20 12 57-

N

33-11.-

54 48 64 49' 46 .40 40 49 54 28 46 42 40 46 16 37

54 72 45, 4& 52 68 41 42 55 4T ,33 17 29 39 30 i6
48 72 '50 53 30 58 5ir 34 50 62 42 34 34 40 48 16

4

49

45 50 , 47 46
48 53 47 .51 ;

41 5 3B42
.45 62 63 ' 48

40 42 37 29' 48

24 55 54 37 28

?8 71

21 30

: 46
N

52 30 51 37 54 .40 28 12 . 42 30 30 10 Ei 22

40 68 58 41 35 37 56 30 20 29 33 1633 36 45

40 41 56 62 54 33 64 30 30 57 61 31 28 22 25

49 , 42 .14 =8 63 4Q 36 64 46 22 54 62 37 37 1529
54 5C5 4 48 28 45 30 46 27 33 30 34 62 10 10

:.

20 41, 62 40 24' 12 56 30 22 27 27-t "43 62119'

46 33 :42 !42 55 42 30 57. 54 33 27 63 115 28 11 43

42 17 14 V 54 42 20 6 62 30 27 63 = 22 21 23 21

40 29 p 29 37 30 29 3 37 34 75.35 22 46 35 25

46, 39 40 48 28 30 13 28 37 62 43 28 21 46 26 12

16 30 46 .28 21 10 47 22 15 10 62 11 : 23 35 26 03

37 16 16 71 30 22 16 25 29, 10 43 21 5 12 03

fliosed on Table 2 (pp, 110411)
ii.` ;r4t

: ..
4$1, and represent ounirica(verb l, and geometric tests, Starred symbols represertinalytical testa i unii4rrid symbols represent ,achlevement tests!
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Data froth -Thurstone and bne
-` `

Stiiiith.s of (741

N =. numerical. G.= geometric V = verbal . analytical un;arrld i. Weyer-nee
.

r . -

lave to know how you get knri one o the other; the good tss of fit '
an be checked directly and yisually. ,

t, ..

Figures 1 and 2 are th
i graphic equivalents of the large orrelatioh

i
stbmatrices bbrrowed fro jthe Thurstones, namely, `Ta -es 1 and /
respectively. I hope you vv, It agree that those are,, the simplest faithful
portrayals yet made of such large empirical matOces, along with those
bf references 4 and 5. Ti:00ests tend- to he closer in a figure as
their 'correlations tend to e :larger in the corresponding table. The..

nk- cimelafical betweil ,dfiigruir eidistainteeess

out- ".:9' in each case, satisfactoryttable the

a i iceL

Trietrica syinbolized by "N" -V," or "Q" rIspectively. Analytical
at.

- are - indicatdd by stars, arid the achievkffent-gests are unstarred,

s classified ittdvac as being numerical, verbal or geo



FIGURE 2

Data from Thurstone
Primary Mental Abilities (Table 2)

N numerical Ci geometric V verbal analytical unmarred achieveuren

In one battery, there were not enough analytical tests. I took of
achievement which were a priori more complex than other tests of
their same language and classified them with the analytical tests to
build up more points in that region. This assilmed complexity should
behave similarly to analyticity in the present context, and raises defini-
tional and other. problerrd which require deeper consideration at a
later date. 3 4-

. Empirically now, the computer gave the plots of F ;g rcti I and 2.
The relative distances between the points are as they came "from the
computer. I added the circular coritOnA by considering the definitional
system.,The blind empirical results of the computer cannot by them-
selves show a substantive law of formation; they give only dimension-
ality and. distance. Wit lout the faceted definitional system, it would
be very difficult to interpret a plot.
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One of the nioA striking things about these plots, again to my, sur-

prise, is.that all the analytical tests appear in the middle. In each dia-

gram the starred tests group around the center, and the achievement

tests go out towards the periphery.
When first discussing the radex for intelligence tests some dozen

years ago, I hypothesiZed it .would express a radial expansion of

complexity; simplicity would be in the center and expand outwardly

into complexity. Complex tests in different areas would tend to be less

correlated with each other because .they go off in different directions
of complexity. The present data show that quite the opposite may be

true, although complexity is not the same thing as analyticity (the dis-
tinction between being complex or simple is not the same as the-dis-

tinction between analysis and achievement), In Tables I and 2, it is

the analytical tests that tend to correlate more with each other, as is

shown by-their greater mutual proxinUties in Figures I and 2.
A second striking thing about these plots is that the plane seems

to divide into three distinct sectors, one for each language of corn
niunication. In Figure I, the verbal tests (the V's) all fall in the upper
region, the geometrical tests (the 0's) fall lower to the right, and the
numerical tests (the N's) fall towards the left half of the plane. Excep-

tions are three G tests, coded as "0 (N )," which fall into the numeri-

cal region. These are all tests of dot-counting, a combination of

numerical and geometrical concepts. They use dots, and hence are
geometrical by language of communication; but the exhibited rule

counting is numerical.
A similar exception is Test 5, coded "N(V)"; it gives arithmetical

problems stated in verbal form. Considering our a priori culling rules

for the present Study, we had debated whether or not to leave it out,

because of possible confusion on language of communication; some
numbers, of course, occur in the midst of all the words. However,

Test 5 was retained; it turns out to fall into the verbal region of
Figure I. It perhaps is better classified. as V(N), since its language is

most predominantly verbal, despite 6c fact that the exhibited rule is
arithmetical. It is interesting that the dot-counting tests fell more into

a region corresponding to their rtsfe:rather than their language, while
the verbal-arithmetic test behaved mostly according to its language.

The same general kind of radex-apears in Figure 2 as in Figure I.
The verbal tests are off in one region; the geometrical tests tend to be

in another region; and the numerical tests tend to be in a third region.

These figures are from two different batteries. These are different
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sets of tests, given at different times and to different populations:
Figure I is for, eighth grade children in Chicago and Figure 2 IS for
university students in Chicago The correlations of Table I were cal-
culated directly as product-moment correlations; the correlations in
Table 2 are tetrachoric coefficients. Sampling errors are also involved
here. But the over-all picture in both cases is the same. Similar results
can now be seen by lookint .again at the nonmetric analyses I had
made of data of Guilford (4) and Coombs (S) before the computer
&Clinique was available, anebefore the, present radex became
"obvious." The next step is to study even larger batteries, allowing
more facets to vary systematically, and to see if the multidimensional
structure predicted by the corresponding facet design does in fact
occur.

What are the basic implications of this kind of structural analysis
of interrelations? First of all, for those who have been interested in
factor analysis, this may throw a different light on the problem. The
purposed factor analysis has basically been to study configurations
of points. It just so happens that it is difficult to do this without cal-
culating coordinate systems, but perhaps we have placed too much
emphasis on such coordinate systems. The emphasis should be on the
configuration itself and not on the coordinates. By emphasizing the
coordinate systems, we have been led to try to call them "factors" and
to name them. Considering diagrams such as Figures 1 and 2, I think
we': can realize that perhaps one should not look at concepts like
"numerical," "geometrical," "verbal," and so forth, as naAes of
factors, but .rather as eleinents of rules for item corntruction. We can
give detailed instructions to item constructors on how to make up types
of Items we want by using these and elements of other facets implied
in the definition of intelligence above. We are exploring and using such
facet designs in our test construction program in Israel.

A second important implication is for the problem of prediction.
If there are external criteria we wish to predict such as success in
college or success on the job having a simple map such as in Fig-
ures l and 2 enables us to deduce what the most parsimonious way
may be for accomplishing this. The ideal thing would be to have a
map of the set of criteria as well as of the predictors and to see what
the joint map is/The combined space will usually be larger than that
for each set alone, since the criteria and the predictors will differ
usually on some facet which is constant within each set separately.

That point in the predictor space closest to a criterion in the corn-
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bined space can be called the image of that criterion. In general, a
good way of predicting a criterion is to use the tests which most
closely surround its image in the predictor space. For example, if a
criterion's image.happens to be amidst the four points in the lower
right hand corner.afTigure 1, then a good choice of a small set of pre-
dictors is' the corresponding four tests (namely, tests 18, 31, 44, 38).
Adding more tests from outside this region generally won't help the
prediction much. Perhaps this helps explain why, in the past, people
have kept reporting it doesn't pay to use more than three or four
variables in a multiple regression. Adding further variables adds
largely to sampling errof and decreases cross-validity. But should the
prediction battery be not much more thali two-dimensional, this would
help explain why there is no point in using more than three or four
variables as predictors. Knowing where a criterion's image is in the
predictor space will tell how best to pick an optimal subset of three
or four predictors. Each criterion will, of course, have its own image,
and hence its own particular optimal sub-set of predictors.
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Psychometric
Approaches to

Factor Analysis*

HENRY F. KAISER
The University of Wisconsin

The title of this paper is seemingly delimiting: apparently I am only

to talk about the "psychometric" side of factor analysis. This restric-
tion gives/substantial Ouse for thought, for what indeed does "psycho-

metric- mean? Is it unduly restrictive?
First, the term can be used in a negative sense, so that I am not to

be concerned with recent developments on the statistical (inferential)
side of factor analysis; consequently, I shall not talk about sampling
distributions, tests of significance, and all the rest of the jargon asso-
ciated with tie problem of malting probabilistic inferences from sam-
ples of individuals to populations of individuals; we shall consider
that populations of individuals are available or, more realistically

that our sample-populgtion inferences are non-probabilistic. There-
fore, let us first Fonsider the psychometric side of factor analysis as a
concern for what indeed is the mathematical model of factor analysis,

-and 'kw, algettfaically, one thinks about it. My predecessor on this

program, Professor Guttman, once said informally, "Wc have to clean
up the algebra of factor analysis before we can, appropriately, hand
it over to the statisticians." My successor on this program, Professor
Tucker, has many times said essentially the same thing. Since these
two gentlemen are undoubtedly the two heaviest .of the heavyweights
in the theory of factor analysis, restricting consideration to the non-
statistical side is, in all likelihood, not entirely a sterile enterprise.

The term "psychometric," though, has an important, and some-
what more pretentious, meaning with connotations that are dis-

* This paper was prepared while the author the L. L. Thurstone Distin-
guished Fellow, Psychometric Laboratory, Un varsity of North Carolina.
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tinctly of a scientific, infere tial nature. Often hidden in the maze of
algebra and computations of factor analysis is the fact that these pro-.
eedures are ultimately' rather explicitly concerned with inferences
about domains of scientific content i.e., that we are faced with the
important problem, beyond merely statistical description, of attempt-
ing to infer the nature of the structure of a large usually arbitrarily'
large 9 battery or universe or domain of variables or tests on the
basis of a limited sample (selection might be a better word) of vari-
ables. In this sense, factor analysis might be called "psychometric
inferential," and an explicit concern for this kind of scientific inference
is indeed the first problem of factv analysis.

Before' I get down to brass tacks, allow me to delimit myself in a
way not suggested by my title. I shall restrict myself to considerations
of what might be called traditional or exploratory factor analysis.
I can illustrate this by giving two extreme kinds of situations in which
factor analysis is applied: Often, a consultant is confronted with a
seemingly sincere "investigator" who presents a large table of num-
bers and wants to "do" a factor analysis, and 'for which the apparent
principal justification for proposing to do this deed is that the large

table just referred to is neatly written out. At the other extreme is the
proposed factor-analytic investigation for which every variable to be

included has been subjected to the most searching rationalization and,
with this case, the hope is that very specific hypotheses can be adjudi-
cated definitively. The former extreme is, of course, to be eschewed,
while for the latter, there are perhaps more powerful techniques avail-
able (some of which are factor-analytic in nature, thanks to, Professors
Tucker and Guttman ). Thus, I would like to put in >L plug for steering
a middle course and sugOst that Net .antilysis as it is usually known

enjoys its greatest justificitiore,as an i loratory technique, by which
the variables under consideration all enjoy a reasonably Well ration-
alized, but not necessarily certain-, probability of belonging to th'e sci-
entific domain of interest std the structure of which iS essentially
unknown.

From this viewpoint, factor analysis is an unpretentious "bringer of

preliminary order out of well - perceived chaos," a technique which
is capable of generating ideas rather than providing final answers.
Thus, be reasonably not compulsively careful in planning a fac-
tor-analytic investigation. But don't take your results with such
seriousness as to preclude further probably more penetrating
analysis.
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It is convenient to divide the theoretical problems of factor analysis
into two groups: (a) those concerned with finding an interesting fac-
tor space, the so-called communality problem, and (b) those con-
cerned with finding an interesting basis (coordinate system) for the
interesting factor space, the so-called rotation problem. It is almost
accurate to say that these two problems, conceptually, are independent
of oflo another. First, then, the communality problem.

ID. N. Law ley_ in 1940 gave what we now recognize as one defini-
tive solution to the problem of factoring_ This, is his famous maximum
likelihood solution. Subsequently, much work has been done with his
procedures, particularly by Lawley himself, and by Rao, who, in
clarifying and specializing the method, renamed it "canonical factor
analysis." It is perhaps best described in Rao's terms as the solution
of a certain problem in canonical correlation, and operationally as a
principal axes solution of a resealed, reduced correlation matrix- That
is, the correlation matrix, with communalitics in the diagonal, then
has tie variances of the variables changed in a way to solve a Of oblem
in canonical correlation. The result of this resealing, or change of
metric, has the most important`property of leading to solutions which
are invariant under any resealing: the solution is scale-free, different
from many traditional factoring, methods e.g., that anachronism,
the centroid method.

Now the Lawley-Rao method, in particular, reseales in the metric
of the unique parts of the observable variables, but to obtain this pro-
foundly important property of securing scale-free solutions, it is suffi-
cient (but not necessary ) to rescale in the metric of the unique parts;
one can go to the other extreme and rescale in the metric of the com-
mon, or communality, parts of the observable variables. John Caffrey
and I noticed this a couple of years ago; more accurately, we noticed
nothing more than that one could write down an eigenequation par-
alleling Rao's 6 and wondered if it meant anything. Apparently it
does, for in groping for a rationalization for our writing Rao with back-
wards resealing, we found that we were, in solving this affair, deter-
mining common factors which successively have maximum reliability
in the generalized Kuder-Richardson sense i.e., factors with, maxi-
mum "alpha," to use Cronbach's term.

For those of you who are interested in more detail in these two
scale-free procedures for finding arbitrary factors, let me refer you to
our forthcoming paper, "Alpha Factor Analysis," in Psvehonietrika.
I like to think that this paper is quite readable; I would be the first to
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admit that our very psychometrically oriented procedure undoubtedly

enjoys its principal justification today because it was provoked by

attempting to imitate the work of Law ley and Rao. I wouldl.hope that

those who read our paper will he ab16.to provide Caffrey and me with

more incisive understanding of what is going on.

Both attacks described above for the communality ,problem were
developed most fundamentally under what might be called the 'pure"

factor- analytic model of? L. L. Thurstone. As many are aware, there

are other models, factor-analytic in flavor, giving factor- analytic -like

results in practice, but which are not strictly factor analysis. I refer

here to'the monumental work of Hotelling in his component analysis,

and to the monumental work of Guttman in his image analysis. My

reference above to the problem of finding an "interesting factor space"

rather than a "common fact& spice'' wai,, deliberate: 1 most certainly

do want to talk about both component analysis and image analysis,

because practically these methods will yield results which differ only

mihutely from those obtained under the pure factor-analytic model,

while they enjoy many elegantteehnical simplifications, and in prac-

tice haveihe tremendous'advantage of being capable simply of solving

the factor. score problem (in "pure" factor analysis, the factor score

problem is insolvable*). 4.

I do- nOt,have the time to describe Guttman's image analysis; I will

only assert a and refuse to stand for any arguments that his basic

1953 Psychametrikaiaper required reading for the serious student,

for all who ;Aspire td'belitt40opt of the primordial .mire which pre-

ceded it. Now, Professor Gutiman-did not explicitly develop his ideas

with direct reference to work-a--day factor analysis;,this link w,as pro-

vided by our chairmanzessor Harris,in the most important paper

to appear in the lastkn YeArs on the communality problem.- It is in

Psyehomerrika, I 962 aridii§'disd required 'reading.

What Harris. accornRItiika was to bring. together many of the pro-

vocative psychometrjt pt-Operties of image analysis and show their

intimate relationship .to Rao'sversion of maximum likelihood factor.

analysis preibab
The crucial insOt here
order to obtain stare4r

, t .

the anti,' ges. (the anal
prov d right cjot
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canonical factor analysis. Most important practically, in th s context,
Harris solved the "number o f f itiors" question, but I shall r talk-
ing about this until I summarize ale communality problem belo .

The three solutions described above, 1: Rao-Lawley nonical
factor analysis, 2. Kaiser-Caffrey alpha factor analysi and 3.
Guttman-Harris image, analysis, let me reiterate, all hay the elegant
property of yielding factors which are invariant under -nges offscale
one no longer need be concerned about units of easurement, as
the same results are obtained regardless: Initial factor g procedures
which do not have this property deserve only one treat nt: the ash
can. What then about the popular use of Hotel ling's principal com-
ponent analysis, which does not have this property? The rule of thumb
of taking only such components of the correlation matrix with latent
roots or eigenvalues greater than one proposed years a0 by me
originally for no really good theoretical reason has disdainfrAlly been
referred to as "Little Jiffy" by some of my thoughtful colleagues. It
turns out though, in a component analysis setting (no

ffic

u_lque fac-
torstors postulated), that if we maximize Cronbach's coe ent alpha
rather1than Hotelling's varianee accounted for Little Jiffy an be res-
cued from the ash can of non-scale-free solutions; more ;exactly, if

we maximize alpha, we automatically rescale into the correlation
matrix associated with any covariance matrix and thus, are able to
determine scale-free components. So, 'more or less after the fact, we
can add a fourth scale-free procedure the popular Little Jiffy
for determining an interesting factor space.

These four methods can be summarized in the following two-by-two
table:

Canonical Image

Factor Analysis

Analysis (a la Harris)

Alpha
Factor

Analysis

Principal

Components
(Little Jiffy)

All four procedures involve principal axes solutions, with resealing;
all four are scale-free. The two on the left are "pure" factor analysis
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and may be obtained operationally by iterating on the solution imme-

diately to its right. The two on the right in this sense are first approxi-

mations to those on the left, and while they are not factor analysis in

the strict sense, they do yield very similar results to their counterparts.

They have the substantial advantage of giving factors which are linear

combinations of the observable variables and thus, of yielding scores

on the derived variables or "factors" with no fuss in stark contrast

to the absence of a unique solution for factor scores in the purely

factor-analytic solutions,
Probably the most important side of the communality problem in

practice is the hoary old question of the "number of factors." In the

foregoing two-by-two table, the, number of factors =which come out
"naturally" in the first row, for canonical factor analysis and far image

analysis a la Harris, is Guttman's classic strongest lower bound, em-

pirically "top Many- about half the number of variables observed.

For the second row alpha factor analysis and principal component

analysis of the correlation matrix (Little Jiffy) the number of fac-

tors which come out "naturally" is Guttman's classic weaker lower

bound, the number of eigenvalues greater than one of the correlation

matrix, usually about the "right" number.

I might say that Guttman's weaker lower bound, in giving about

the "right" number, can sometimes give too few, and underfactoring

is a catastrophe. His stronger lower bound, which invariably gives too

many, can never lead to.this disaster of underfactoring; overfactoring

is usually only a mild irritant, which may be cured by careful thought,

I wish that I were able more successfully to promote this idea, but

generally practitioners want exactly the "right" answer for the num-

ber of, factors to be given without careful thought, and that, gentle

readers, is as unattainable as Eldorado.
'I'm not going to reveal which of the four solutions discussed above

is, the right one; the question really is without meaning. I will say that

four is a somewhat smaller number than the myriad of techniques one

is confused by in, the earlier literature.
The result is an interesting factor space, preferably found by one

of the four methods just reviewed. Its basis, however, is not inter-

esting being some variety of (resealed) principal axes so this

original basis should be changed by a linear transformation i.e., it

should be "rotated." What is the current state of this general problem?

For objectivity's sake, I shall restrict myself to analytic methods; con-

sistent with considering favor analysis in its traditional exploratory
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vein, I shall also consider that I am going in "blind," searching for
a structure, rattler than testing for the existence of a postulated
structure.

In this venture, I first distinguish the so-called "'orthogonal" from
the so-called "oblique" case, according to the kind of restrictions I
place on the transformation matrix. This distinction usually butnot
always ® bears a one-to-one relation to wh5ther I restrict the trans-
formed factors to being uncorrelated or not.

In the orthogonal case, present criteria are -almost invariably of
the form:

= wK = maximum

.where Q is the quartimax function, and K is the function, wl Jell in
conjunction with a weight w of one turns the criterion into va 'max.
More generally this weight w controls the variability in the v riance
contributions (column sums of squares) of actors; at one ex reme,
for w =7- 10o, we have principal factors; for w = 0, quartim , for
w = I, varimax; for w = one-half the number of factors, Sa=nders'
"equamax;" and for w = oc, all factors have exactly equal olumn
sums of squares:Recently, I have looked 0,t this class of criter a with
ome care, particularly at values of w greater than one, in t e hope

of obtaining orthogonally rotated factors with more nearly eq al vari-
ance contributions a hope generated by the concern of son e inves-
tigators who have expressed little doubts here and there a to the
ubiquity of varimax. Unfortunately, I have been able to prove that it
is always possible, for any trans-varimax solution where w is chosen
greater thaii one, even by a smidgen, to produce examples/ in which
utter catastrophe occurs and two pure independent uncorreiated clus-
ters will be subjected to a 45° rotation. I have also looked a criteria in
this class where w is generated by the data; here I have been able
to prove that the factorial invariance (in simple cases) which obtains
for varimax cannot, in general, occur. I must conclude/ that within
this class of solutions, varimax best does the deed. But here "best"
has mostly a negative connotation: the old reliable work-horse vari-
max will never result in catastrophe, while other criteria in this, class,
perhaps better in specific problems, can be disastrous in others.

It appears, then, that further pkogress in the orthogonal ease must
Chatfrom an entirely fresh start. The most promising development

Chat I know of occurs tangentially in Peter Sehonemann's recent doe-
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toral dissertation at "$e University of Illinois. He may have something
very good for us in the near future.*

Analytically, in the "pure" sense of writing down some to-be-
Optimized function of the loadings to be obtained via a non-orthogonal

,transformation the oblique case has been quiet for about five years.
The last serious effort in this line of thought initiated by John Carroll
and followed up by Dave Saunders, Kbin Dickman and me was some-
thing dubbed "binormamin" by Professor Dickman and presented by

_e two of us at the '59 APA meetings. We discarded it, more or less,
;because of the simply awful corfiputational problems involved and

cause of its apparent sensitivity to the number of factors Vtained
Would seem to collapse The factor space if you gave it a dirty look).

There has been a minor revival of interest now that we have the super-
speedy computers to do the job; it appeafs that some of our initial

concern was overly pessimistic. The one positive statement I can make
about it is that when it works, it works fine better, say, than the
earlier oblimax and oblimin criterla. in general, though, any analytic

oblique criterion is not to be trusted routinely to give adequate results

because of the apparent lack of our ability to apply the constraint of

non - singularity oo".the- transformation matrix in ifie' traditional ap-
.

proach tosobliq*.'`rotation.-
The terrible terror.- of singular transformations in the oblique case

was resolved in the-summer of '63 when Professor-Harris suggested to

me that we apply orthogonal transformations tb'deliberately resealed
and then "rnis--scaled" pEincipal axes so4itions. Patting him gently,bcv
the head, I pointed out that this was of course illegal. Smiling serelieiy,
he decimated my conservatism by. pointing out that after such trans-
formations, all the preliminary scaling can be taken out very easily
with non-singular diagonal matrices. The result? All possible trans-
formations, and thus all possible factor analytic solutions involving

uncorrelated or correlated factors for a given factor space can be
obtained with orthogonal transformations. This is a Big Breakthrough,
for being able to reduce the; entire rotation problem simply to one of
applying orthogonal transformations makes the problem really trac-
table for the first time. Already Harris has brought thisentirely new
framework to bear in solving definitively the problem of cluster analy-
sis. Further applications will undoubtedly be forthcoming soon. Be,
prepared: read "Oblique factor analytic solutions by orthogonal trans-
formatiOns," soon to appear in P.sychometrika.

Doctor Schonemann is now :it tht University of North Carolina.
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I shall stop now. Let ro.Close on, an optimistic note. (net think
.

I'm becoming sera ild when I say that psychometrically, t period of
the algebraic explication of traditional exploratory factor analysis i$
drawing to a close. We are near to having things well enough in hand
to give th model to the statisticians. Perhaps pretentiously, I thinl(I,
can say that we psychometricians are like Dalton, who when haVIn
the correlation coefficient gnfficiently under control conceptually -}
turned the thing over to Karl 'Rgarso'n.
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Experiments in
Multi-Mode

Fa or Analysis*

Multhmode factor analysis-is being developed to help meet the 'needs
for a procedure' to .search for and to represent relations existing in
data from observat_ions which may tie ClaSsilled according to several.
identifying 'attributes. Initial discussions of this develoOrnent appeir

in the mbnographs: Problems in Measuring Change-edited by Chester

Harris (8);t nd Contributions to Mathematical Psi,chology edited by

Norman Frederiksen and Harold Gulliksen (9)1,
An example. of the simplest case for ari identifyin attribute of

observations would be when a.:single test is administered to a group

of individuals. The scores, on, this testconstitute our observations and
h,,observation is identifiable by the individual. Thus, the individ-

cOnstitute identifying.elassifieation of these observations, or

a mode of identifying classifitation. An alternative example is when
.

a singleindiVidual` is given,a Ilirge number of tests, Then each score
. ,

can be identified by the'test. The group of testSinl\sf constitutes a
mode of identifying classifc ltion step up in complexity of classf-

ficatiori.pc'curs-whim, s;iy, t group of pt9ple is given ti group of tests,

Nlovbf each seOre'is identified by the pers'on and by the test, thus involv-
,

ing two modes of identifying elassifieition, These data may be re-
.

corded in alahle with a row for each individual and a column for
each test. "Each score is .recorded .in one cell of such tt table. Tradi-
tional factor analysis was developed to:.Syliternatize and represent rcla

- Lions such data;;
A next step'-upWard in coMplexity Occurs when, for example,

:Tbe research reported in this paper was jointly supported .h' the University

of Illinois igtO c Offiee of Naval Research under contrtict Nom 1834 (39).
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gronppf individuals is given a battery of tests on a number of different
1OteasiOni:,:fhis. means that each score must be identified by the .indi-

:.4:---H-41duaHhe4sAaand=4the-Oc.clii, 614thus-constituting three' wodes_of
identifying claisifications..These data may be thought ofas being
recorded in a three-dimensional _table such' as _the data -*box,'illus-
trated in Figure 1 where there is a row in mode: r for each occasion,
a column in mode 2 for 'each lest, and alorer in mode 3 for each
individual. Each cubicle of this box contains one test wore Multi-
mode fastr analysis is bean devised to treatitclata such as those in
this dati-box .P-

An extensive variety of situations can be conceived which involve
three oeineore* modes of identifying classifications-, First is the example,e
just ,discussed. A second example occurs when a rumber of 'indi-
viduals aro rated on a number of traits by a namber'ofdother
uals; an analysis of such data Will be presented. Analternative to the

preceding example is when each of a number of inchvichtals is rated
on a number of personality traits in different kinds of .sretr4 tions.
extended example would involve four modes: persons, traits, occa-
sions, and situations. In this example, occasions might be interpreted
as particular periods of life's, as entering first grade, in the middle
of first grade, toward the end of fist grade, '1'4,.tc. The situations might
be: in the classroom, on the play yard, at hcaric.:.etc.`Such a study

might have extended relevance to developmental psychology. A third

' extimple could be when individhals are learning a complex task on-
which 'a number of different scores 'can be-taken on a nurnber of trials.
Such 'data constitute our second example to be presented. The third
example of analysis to be presenfed involves individuals imagining
that they are in a number of difirvnt situations and indicating the
extent of ',response for different modes of -responding while in these

. ,
situations. . .

.

,..
Figure 2 presents a scherriatic repremation of the ,thr emode

factor model. There is a factor matrix kii each mode of identifyin
classification, mode 1 on qv left, mode 2 at the right,rnnd mode::.
as if in depth. Each of these factors strives relates /lib observed
variables of the mode of idelitifying Llassibcation or factor variables
for the mode. Thus; if method of rating e4titutcs mode 1, the rows
Orthe mode I factor matrix would be the various methods of rating,
and the: columns would be conceptual methods of rating. The observed
methods would be described in terms of their relation tor these con-
ceptual methods of rating1 o; the three examples to b described,
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clode 3 Will be 'considered to be the individuals on whom tie obser-.
vations Were made so1hat columns of :the mode 3 factotiMatrix in

tual individuals The lows of this matrix
represent conceptualized or idealized individuals,. .

One of the developments beyond the procedures-described in
monograph Contributions to Mathematical PsyChology (9) is a pro-
eedure by which allowance can be made for errors of measurement
and other influences that affect the Measures far each particular, corri
bination of variables in mode 1 and mode 2y' his raises a problem,

To-theetIMMUnality problem in traditional factor analysis
and results in an indeterminancy of the entries in the mode 3 factor
matrix:This is analagous to the factor score problem. The three factor
matrices are tied together by a small core box which gives the rela !-

tions among the three types of idealized entities. A pocnt of interest

is'that new procedure utilizes a matrix of mean cross products

b en riables analagoiis to the Campbell and Fiske rnultitrait-
Method matrix (1 ). The examples will present the mode I and

ode 2 factor matrices_ and the core bob for each case_
"Consider Table 1, This presents the results of an analysis of multi-

trait-multirnethod data These data were collected by Professors
-Lowell Kelly and Donald Fiske (5) 'as part of a research project or(
the selection of clinical- psychologists conducted at the University of
Michigan, Data were supplied by Professor Donald Fiske. The, analy-
sis waccfonducted by Mr. Edward Hoffman (4) while he vas a gradu-

ate Student at the University of Illinois. The methods of rating con-
Stitute mode 1;,these methods are _ratings by the staff, by the team-
mates, and by the trainee himself. The mode I factor matrix is given
at the upper left. Two factors were extracted, a general factor and -a
factor related to the self-ratings. These are unrotated principal
axes. Note that the staff - and teammate- bserved metihods of rating
are very similar whereas the self-rating depends in part on the general
and in part onthe specific idealized rating method'for the self.

. Five factors Were found for model having to do with the different
traits that were rated. Fifteen traits were selected from the 22 that
actually weresated. These 15 were to represent the five recurring fac-
tors identified by Fiske (3) . The first factor strongly apparent was
the social adaptability factor, the second was the factor seriousness or

(4conscientiousness, the third trait factor was an inquiring intellect,
whereas the fourth appeared to be 9-notional control. The fifth factor
was few-Well defined, but appears to be related to self-assertiveness.'
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Entries for the core box are!given in the lower middle section of

the table. The first person factor is characterized by high values for
socialiadarability and self-assertiveness as rated on the general rating
method factor. A person who was describable as high on the first
person factor and near average on the remaining person factors would
be rated highly social adaptable and highly self-assertive. All other
ratings would be near average. Another person characterized by 'a
low value in the first person factor would tend, to be low in social
adaptability and low in self-assertiveness when rated by the general
rating factor. All self-ratings would be near average..The second per-
son factor is characterized by a high positive loading on seriousness
and conscientiousness and a high negative loading on self-assertive-
ness when rated by the general rating factor. The third person factor ,

also involves the general _rating facfOr and positive values fo'r an
inquiring intellect and self-assertiveness. The fourth person factor
brings in the self-rating method factor to a greater extent where. the
individuals high on this factor rated themselves high on inquiring in-
tellect and emotional control. The fifth and sixth person factors involve
the emotional control as rated on the general rating factor with dif-
ferent combinations of seriousness-conscientiousness and self-asser-
tiveness. It is of considerable interest that the self-rating factor is
involved to a marked extent only in one of the person factors, factor
four. This person factor may represent the difference between the way
a person views himself and the way others view him. We may sum-
marize the results, then, as indicating a fairly strong communality of
ratings by the different rating methods in the general factor with the
self-ratings diverging in part only toward the self-rating factor.' The
trait factors are relatively clear and identifiable. The person factors
indicate an area within which the self-ratings diverge from the ratings

by the staff and teammates.
Results for our second example are given in Table 2. The data for

this analysis were taken from the Psychological Monograph by James
Parker and Edwin Fleishman on the /INUIT Factors and Component
Performance Measures as Predictor, of Complex Tracking Behavior
(7). The tracking device employed waspeomtructed so as to simulate
roughly the display characteristics and control requir ments of an
airborne radar intercept mission. Time of the tracking performance
of each subject was divided into a number of trials. On each trial four
measures were taken: a measure of horizontal error, a measure of
vertical error, a sideslip error, and a time-on-target measure. Data for
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TIM!
Analyolo of Multltralt.P.Aultirnathdd Data

IA:ode.:11.Aiiittodifoctoihketrix:. , Mode 211rait Factor Matrix (Ratoted):

Social Seriou inauirIng Emotional Self

Adaptable Consclentioa$ Intellect' Control Aoertive

Ruling

Method General Self Variable

Staff

.. homrilote

Self

II

- 76 7,18 '. 4 .Cheerful-Depressed 75 -410 -.06

;65 -3 a 6 AffeCtive to people-Cool, aloof .68 .15 .00

.46 .48 20 Frank, exprenive.Secreilve, reserved .61 .10 02 r
10 Good natured, logy going -Selficentered, sett% _.Sj 24 -.03

-.11 Talkatlie..511eat, IntralpectIve

., 12 Advepturous-Coutioui : 41 -.07 .10

5. Serlouo-FrNolous 4': . -,17 .68 .01

17 Coniclentlout-Not conicientlous .14 40 .00

. 8 Brood -tereth,-Narrow interest$ .02 : .13 .64

18 ImaghiatIve.LinircagInotive .24 -.04

21 Independent Ininded.bependent minded : -.14 .22

,,licshakoble.pol$0.Easily upiet .05 .08 .06

16- Placid-Worrying, ong100$ .29 -.09 *00

15 Selfisefflcient.Dependent -.08 ;26 .16

.3 Aliertive.SUbMissive .00 .04 .04

.34 .07

.09 -08
-.07 .05

.19 -48
SI 7."
.24 .13

.03 ;10

.01 " --.1 0

.05 .10.

-.07 ,-.03
.25 , .32

Perron Factor

Care.Sak

dal Seriao Inquiring Emotional Self,
F

A plable Conglentlout Intellect Control Atiertive

1 General 1.56 -.34 .25. -.11 1.31_

Self .01 .06 -.03 -.14 .12

2 General .12 1.25 -.05 -.05 71.01

Self -.09 -.26' -.30 .05 --.07

General 1 ,21 .17 1.45 .05 1;01

Self . -.10 -,11. -,12 -.19 -.20

4 General .16 .18 .16 .50 .30

Self : .33 :37 . .29

5 General -.05 .41 .27 /5 -43
Self , -:10 .04 -.12 -.26 .29 .r.

6 General .17 -.48 -.04 .91 .04

Self -,20 -.37 --.10 .05 -.17



ten of the trials were presented in the form of correlations in a matrix

analogous to the Campbell and Fislif multitrait7multimethod correla;..

ott-ni of-aising_co Ial rue is in tllissihionis:
that the an ysis involves consistencies in deviations front the mean
learning curve for each measure.

Modal was concerned with the sdjoring measures. Again there were

two factors. This time one of the factors was related to direction errors
involvipg the horizontal errors, the vertical errors, and the time-on-
targetiThe second measure factor was related to sideslip, control in-

volving the sideilip error and time -on-target. These two factors indi- f
sate marked distinction between the two aspects of control in this

tracking test.
The mode 2 factor matrix is for ktrials and appears at the upper

right of Table 2. Four factors were apparent, one for very early learn7

ing, second for middle early, a third for middle late, and a fourth for

very late trials. These trial factors' 'Constitute standard patterns for dis-

crepancies from the mean learningcurves::
The core box is at the bottom pohion of the table. There are seven

person factors, representing seven dimensions of individual differences

-in- performance -on- this complex 'tracking task.. The first four person

factors involve the direction error factor. The first person is for very
early performance on direction errors, the second is somewhere be-

tween middle early and middle late on direction errors, the third

emphasizes the middle late direction error's, and the fourth factor tends

to emphasize the very late direction errors factor. The fifth, sixth, and

seventh factors are concerned mainly with the sideslip control: the

fifth factor involving very early performance on sideslip control, the
sixth factor being rerated mostly to middle early and middle late per:
formance on sideslip control, and the seventh factor being related to

the very late performance in sideslip control.
A major point of interest is the almost complete disassociation in the

person factors of effects of the direction errors factor and the sideslip

control factor. Only during the middle late trials factor does there

seem to be an interaction between. the direction errors and the side-

slip in discrepancies from the mean learning curves for. the measures.
This independence should be important. to our theoretical considera-

tions of such learning tasks and to our attempts to measure perform-

ance on them. If similar independence of measure factors were ob-

served for other learning tasks, serious doubt would exist as to the
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Table 2
AMA lye's Of Console* Tracking Ttak Measure*

ng Measures factor Matrix Merle 21 Trials Factor Matrix

.-gatelssur

Sideslip
Control

Horizontal Error 2.51.. -.10
'L- Vertical Error 240 .01

Sld ail Error -.13 2.394

Timiron-Torget 2.58 1.08

Person Measure
Factors Factors

Trial
Very
Early

Middle
_Early

Middle
Late

Very
Late

1 1.09 -.03 -.01 -.02
2 1.39 .02 .01' .00

.30 1.16 .00 4 .07

4 -.03 1.26 .51 -.05
5 .06 .83 .15 -.06
6 -.02 .39 1.13 .06

7 .00 -.02* .83 .65

-.03 .04 .36 1.10

9 -.03 .01 .03 1.49

10 .06 -7.03 -.03 1.38

Core Box

Very Middle Middle
Early Early late

1 Direction 1.60

:Sideslip .37

;Direction .14
i

Sideslip ' .1Q

Direction .04
....Sp:100p .03

ireiLioh .00
1.

ideslict- . .03

.19
-10.8- ..,
-,-,---

Very
Late

.10
'.07

1.22.

.02

.07

1.21

,;

-.07
-.10
-7.02

.02.11 .35

.72 3.05 .34

.17 .58 .10

.01 .95 -1.13.

.00 .11: ,.1".5

.01 .04 .0T

..19 -.03
t.,

-.01
' .11 .51 .06

.67 1.97 - '.27

.03 .1,2 .29

.00 .77 .85

6 4 "c _ ;ri.,:-,t96,
Sideslip'''

Direction -.10
1 Sideslip -.03

equivalence of a number of learning experiments when different meas-

ures of performance were employed in these experiments.
The results in Table 3 are taken from an analysis by DI'. Joseph

Levin (6) of situation versu4.mode-of-response rating data collected
by Norman Endler, J. McV. Aunt; and A. J. Rosenstein (2 ). Mode lt
involves the mode of response. There are 14 different listed modes of

response given in the upper portion of the table. Eleven situations are
shown in the middle section of-ttie table. The task of each subject was
to imagine that he was in each of these listed situations and to rate the
extenuhat he, would respond for etch of the modes of response. The
rating scales were from 1 to 7. The ratings, were standardized over
individuals for each mode of response within each situation.:
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,
The mode of res inse:faet

upper portion of the table:
--2.----41eve-Iti-

The next four modes of r

trix :fee,,inode: 1 is given in the
Ucifuodes of response listed sttedib fi

General Distrets.
oadings on a,factor that

could be called Exhilaration.. And the last,sumodeS of response are
grouped under a factor tat might.-be'calledutbodinic responses.

The factor matrix for,situation.iS given for= Mode 2 in the center
of the table. Five of the'situations .1ento_gi6up under a factor that

,could_ be called Interpersonal -itliations,.Three ,more of the situations
have high loadings on .the;s0oncl.-sititatiOn- factor which might be
called Inanimate situations: The last three situations load highly on
the third factor, which puzzled:nsfor sonic time but seemed to have
a common characteristie.in thar the subject is, as it were, going into
a situation whose_ exact nattireis.unittiOWn to him.

The results in -the core box at.tfle rrottorn of the table are especially
interesting: There appear tt?.bc.tliree; person factors which could be
characterized as idealite4VersonS: lhefirst person seems to-react
with both General pistrisY Atitontirtriereactionl to all three types
of idealized situatioos A *gative-peiSon in this person factor would

_ not be- distressed- `tier .7have'.Antonomic reactions- to these idealized
situation factors: Persotis'-iharaCtei-iZed by either high'positive ,load
ings on the first perSon factor'or 'nigh:negative loadings pn. this first
pdrson ,factor Would:be about aer-av as to .EXhilaration responses to

,haYe,
-

the conceptual .situation faCtors. 'The-second idealized person would
be Characterized by: Exhilaration toall,three types et'situations, espe:-.4)-
.cilly the Jnanimate,.and a.negative amount of .Distress_tv this Inatil-',
mate situation, while he Would show DistreS in Autoraiiiii e 'don
to she Unknown to Subject faetor. The person 'with a high
loading on the second -person'factdr would havelhe revers
For the third person factor there is an interesting crentiatiWrawn
between the fnterpersonal and the 'Inanimate situation. factors-. A per
son high on this lhird:person factor, would be exhilarated by the Interr
personal and have ..a negative_ Exhilaration for the Inanimate. This
person would- have negative distress for the. Interpersonal situations:.
and about average: Aufortornie reaction. In contrast, for the JearnatC,
situations, would be positively distressed and have positive -ku-
tonornic reactions. ,The linkedv..n to Subject situations are more like
the litterpeSsonni.'sitilationg to this individual, but the reactions are
not quite as extrenie.:

These results appear tome to reflect rathe'r commonplace obse
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Table 3
Analy.hiraf Situitlen-Mada of Raponen Rating Data

.;-

Mode 'It Mode of Response factor Matrix ;
. _Distress. Exhilaration Autonomic

2 ._Get "uneasy feeling" , .68 ,

4 Heart beats ft;ster .63 .10'

3 -,Etiollansdisrtipt actions .46 -.04
-,Persplre: .34 -.03

-.04 .77
-.05 .73

.11 .60

.34 7-38

-.15 .01

.07 .09.

.05 .05 .42

Enjoy The 'challenge

12 Seek experiences like this
4 Feel exhilarated -and thrilled

Wanfiebield'Atelten_
13 Have loose bowels
7 Need to urinate frequently

11 ..Gel full feeling in stomach.
14 Experience nausea

9 Mouth gets dry
10 , oscome

Situation

5 Speech before large group
10 Interview for impaegntlob,...

8 Comrietitivtialitnit,
"IT Plnat exarniriaport 61`i coll.

2 New dote

41- Ledge high on mountain side
9 Alone In woods 61 night
7 Sailboat On rough sea

3 Psychological experiment
1 Auto trip .
6 Counselina -Burisou for.personal problems

.10

.18

xio
.05
02
.03

.55

.49

.02 -.09
.21 03
.23 =.05

Mode 21 Situations Factor Mot/ix
Interpersonal inanimate Unknown to Sublect

.55 -.10 .03

.52 -7.03 .04

.46 .09 r-.14
.33 .09 .05
.31 -.12 .30

-.06 .56 .01

- ..07 .47 -.06
-.01 .42 .08

.00 .03 .54

.01 .04 .38

.20 .94 .36

Person Pack;
e-

Cori Box
Situattan Factors

Interpersonal Inanimate Unknown to Subject

Distresi .40 .39 .22

Exhilaration. 7.05 7.11 .03

Autonomic .41 .37 .23

2 Distress -.07 -7,29

inhilaration .29 ;44' .32

Autonomic .19 .05 .33

Distress -.22 -.16
Exhilaration .37 -.19 .19

Autonomic -.01 .37 -.15
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vations as to different types of people: one, a very shy person; two,

a person who is generally exhilarated; and three, a kind of person
between-Interpersonal -- ands- nanimater types

of situations. I submit that the existence, of these types of people
raises real problems in the development -of psychological theory as
related to the situation and the responses of individuals to these situa-

s. The psychological theory must be sufficiently complex to take
into account the various kinds of individuals involved. It does not _.
appear that a simplifietion' eral theory will be adequate. A postscript,:
that must be made fo;-ttiis study is that the data are the :ratings 13)?

the subjects when they imagine themselves iry the particular situations.
A much more extensive study in which the individuals were actually

pia jn theie situations and measures of their responses madb 'Would
beidyiirable.

'tp

In the three studies reported, the factor matrices for modes 1 and 2
tend to confirm previous results and observations. The values in the
core box, however, tend to bring out newer statements of relation.
One might take the view that the mode 1 and 2 factor matrices are
dealing with relations' of a morelAurface,,tSpe _and that core box
is dealing with deeper and moie,;s:iibi,lc. relations...Theka-elations
the core box should have mire gene61 efteets: on phenomena

-being obserVed..- One might _argue, then, that the reratitiiis; indicated
in the core boxes should be of greater general interest4r..understand-
ing the phenoriteiya. It is my belief that the core boXes, for thethree
analyses presented do indicate general effects of considerable interest;
in the content area of the observations made.
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Occasionally, while having lunch rn the faculty club, some friend in
the 'physical sciences wants to talk about the prospects of the be-
havioral sciences. The questtiotis; which are raised, often have sharp,
edges For instaiice, a physteist once asked me whethei I thought it

:-(was-likily:that the behavior4seiences Will have caught up with seven.;:

-teenth century physics by the end of the twentieth century. He went

on to syMpathize with our difficulties., adding that it must be trying
to sit around wiiting.and waiting for 'our "Galileos" and "Newtons,"
lo say ndthing,.about out "qnsteins."

I attehipt to parry such:' thrusts (jocular, we hope) in a variety of
ways. One line Of defense which works reasonably' well goes as fol-

lows: Success, in behavioral science research presupposes a high level

of competence in 4he phySical sciences our work requires the engi-
neering applications of basic discoweries in thedphysical sciences. These

discoveries and resulting applications have been very slow in coming.
ore,speeifically, the behavioral sciences, for their proper develop-

menq;triust have subtle, sophisticated scientific instruments. Entities

as complex as human beings cannot very-well be studied with the help

of the unaided senses and intellect only
Asa case in point, I sometimes mention digital computers: research

instruments which are now playing an important part in the be-
havioral sciences. Such instruments are vital to the pro-ccssing of com-

data, and are indispensable for the rapid simulation of ;human

am indebted to Alan Ross Anderson and Richard Kohler for helpful criti-
cisms of earlier drafts of this paper.
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functions such as hi er-order problem solving. I claim that there 'has
been an unconscionable delay in the'revelopment of digital computers

id one It was_folly_workedout
n 1828 and 1839 by Charles Babbage, A profissor of mathematics'

at the University of CaMbridgc.he called his miehaine an -analytic
engine.7 However, as a mechanical contrivance it was a failure. The
clumsy wheels and 'cards which he; sought ,to se were too slow and,
unreliable. Had the physiCal sciences done their work so that there
was an electronics industry in the early 1800's: we would have had
more than 100:years of simulation studies. )1Vrid think of what the
analysis of all those data might have meant io the development of
emp4ical research, in the behavioral sciences! But alas, we have had
access to high-speed computers only since Wprld War II, and most
of the time the physical-scientists themselves were using them. As call
be readily imagined, it is not difficult to furnish examples other than
that of the digital comp_ uter so as to fill out any conversation and
exhaust the patience of the interrogator: there are many other tech-
nological innovations-, for instance, carbon -l4 dating, now being used
in the social and behavioral sciences, which were only recently derived
from fundamental research in the physical sciences.

Nevertheless, even if one succeeds in putting off one's colleagues,
the nagging question remains, "When will our `Galileos' and 'Newtons'
appear?" What is more disquieting, if serious thought is given to such
questions, Galileo's cexperiments, which were important for Newton,
did not require complex instruments. As Alfred North Whitehead
noted, -So far as experimental' skill, and delfeacy of apparatus were
concerned, this experirrlent [Galileo's experiment showing that bodies
of different weights, if released simultaneously, would reach the earth
together] could have been made at any time within the preceding
5,000 years" (1). Galileo's and Newton's triumphs depended on clear
reasoning and mathematical imagination*, not on scientific equipment.

ould also consider the distressing possibility that these giants
ave been thrown off stride had they had more precise instru-

ments with greater precision of measurement, they might have
discovered that their theoretical model and empirical data did not quite
match. They were saved this embarrassment by the crudity of their
scientific instruments.

It is certainly true that as the physical sciences developed from
their early striking successes, they came to rely more and more heavily
upon a complex technology in the conduct of their research, a tech-
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soles which they helped create .1 pperimentally developed machines
have often been a to important theoretical work. As L R.

164,,Vatenee44.the.._stea
invoTvin k heat, prtasute, vaporization, and condensation

.e''simPle and orderly fashion, gave tretnendous impetus to.
the very powerful and general'science of thermodynamics"'( 2). As
another.example, Pierce traces the development of, information theory

as a response to the problems of efficiently encoding messageS in the

arts of :telegraphy:and telephony.
ether 'words, sometimes theciretical kirmulations lit Seiefice have..

isen ant of our attempt to understand and to control man,made,
ices-devices'which originally.azisreated with little understand-

mg Of their principles of operation. This latter point bears further
emphasis Benjamin Franklin's kite experiment contributed:to our
understanding' of the connections between lightnipg and .electricityl
but-did not presuppoSt a-theory which appiled to both; only a hunch.

It seems .reasonable to conclude froth the history of science that
there is a partial interdependency between theoretical formulations,
stiitable. scientific instruments and tcehnology..Sometimes pure, ab-
stractlreasoning goes a iongrway even in the absence of elaborate
equipment; sometimesAmechanical inventions themselves are the sub-
ject. matter of theoretical invesqations; and sometimes clever inven-
45rs 'eteate useful.things which thdy do not understand fully. Nonethe
lessthree things stand out as far, as the, behavioral sciences are con;
cerned: 1) they have been MariCed by the aNence of mathematically
rigorcius theoretical breakthroughs, 2) they have not' produced much
to the way of practical inventions, and 3) it is only in recent times
that they have benefited substantially..from developments in mathe-

,
manes, and 'from engineering applications deriving either from other
scientifie.,disCiplines or from the contributions of free-lance inventors.

At this point I should like to turn to a discussion of model construe--
tion in the behavioral sciences, and some of the relations between

say, "helped at rather than "created-: there have. been rhea usands of
ht

,-rnaverick inverttors' who stood outside the NcicnOc estabhAhment while mak-
ing important contribUtions to an. evalying technologywitness Thomas Agra

Edison.
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model. construction and technology. I rill suggest that the kinds of
questions My colleagues in the physical -sciences arc asking, and which
I have esked myself in the past, are-misleading. These questions take
it for granted that model construction In the behavioral sciences will
take the same general path that has been taken in the physical sci-
ences and that these models (though there will be substantive dif-
ferences) wil first be formulated in the usual axiomatic manger:
theorems wi be deduced from them in the usual way.

I will gue, on the other hand, that we have been looking in the
wrong ace for theoreticel leads, and that we have not recognized

:such t eoretical structures as exist even though many of them have
been in ain view for qnost of human history. To put the matter an-
other way we are very much like the fish in the story about fish
becoming cientists. SJ.imeone once conjectured that if fish were to
ever dev yep a scientific culture, the last thing that the scientists

'among the would discover would be water. In a similar way, it is'my
position [h 't our theoretical ideas about human Ochavior arc so largely
ingredie s of the medium in which we live, ourselves included we

are, to speak, made out of models of ourselves that we have
at difficulty in distinguishing betweq ourselves and our theoretical

formulations. We not only swim in .a Acliuni of abstraction, but un-
like fish, we are in part made out of the same stuff.'-'

Let me turn to the task of specifying the major outlines of the point
of view about' model construction which I have in mind. In a number
of papers (7)(8)(9), Alan Ross Anderson and I have urged that we
cease looking at the ordinary human being as an atheoretical or a
nontheoretical or even an'antitheoretical creature. Behavioral scientists
generally take the stance that the ordinary. rri7in, a citizen in good
standing in whatever community he may live, has very little in the
way of intellectual resources to guide him in managing his affairs.
He is credited with hang some folk sayings and aphorisms. Behav-
ioral scientists are quick to point out that even these blunt conceptual

2 Admittedly: the thesis which I am advancing is counterintuitive. It also may be

dead wlong. invite you to consider it beLause it as a perspective from which my
colleagues and I have b6'en able to make a number of inventions which are use
ful in the behavioral sciences, for example, the talking typewriter (3), and it has
been productive of some formal work in mathematical logic (4) (5) (6). No
claim is made that this perspective yields ,these products as strict deductions
from an axiomatic scheme nor is the claim made that it is the only per-
spective which would have yielded these same results.
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tools are generally contradietOry. For instance, "Absence maket the'
heart grow fonder" and, "Out of sight, out of mind." In addition to
thew saws, "the average man" has some practical knowledge, some

...
skill at rule-of-thumb reasoning '

and if he is really hard pressed About.t 'something,-he can fall. bap on various tradition bast explanations.

We would like to suggest a diffefenr view of "Man." We believe
111,

that early in human history, probably at about the same time man
,developed natural lang-uagos, he also created` oriels of the.rno$ im-
portgat features of his' enyironment. These were abstract ricodels,
which collectively covered relations holding between 1) .man and

r . .Y1,
nature insofar as. nature is nbt random ) "roan and the random,

or chancy elements in,exRcrience, 3)' man in his interactio rela-

tions with others like himself, and finally, 4) man and the normative
aspects of grdifp living. StruLtures falling within these four (-lasses of
models were created by unsung Newtons, so that there doe ,not exist

a society, however primitive, that does not have cultural onlects fall:

ing in these four 2'ategories of models. [For an explicatio'n of tl-icon-,
eept "cultural object" see ( 1p)]

Every society, as far back as we have any eviderux, 'has puzzles

b stand in an abstract way man-naturelations. Every silciety

has some
chance

of chance. ( According to or view of the matter,
games of chance are abstfact models of the aleatory 'aspects ofexist
ence.) Every society has games of strategy irCihe sense of von

/ k).

Neumann (11 ). These games capture sonic of the geculiar fe.,atures

of intern onal relations among men- in which no pifty to

an encounter controls all of the rclevant variables upon which the.'

final outcome depend', though each eontrkils some of thes0 variables

and each participant can take account of the potential actipps of
others involved in the same situation. Every. soci,ty has -ae311teticEvery

art forms, which we, claim give, people flit opportunity to

learn to make normative judgments about their experiences. AIrso-
ciNies make use of these cultural object% in the socialization Of the..r
young and for the re-creation or recreational enjoyment of those who

are older. Simple forms of these models are internalized in childhood,

and more complex vor4.iions of them sustain us in 'zidulthood.:1
. I al

3 It should be pointed out that until mathematicians created formal analyses

of the structure of some of these models, their depth and, subtlety were not'

appreciated fully. Of the four classes of models, two have received adequate

formal analyses, namely, theories o1 probability have all games of chance as

models, and the various theories of games of strategy have all games of
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presented here, the ordinary man in any
tho of as having in his mind (if you are of a

school of ought grants him one) at least four classes of
delsgiyhigh he can use in. a highly abstract way to guide his be-

havior4Frorn this statezipoint, it probably would not have been pos-
sible c5i. mankind to devrelop complex civilizations without these ah-_.
stract follAcidels. We mike the assumption that having these models
was a necessary condition forthe developmenteof complex societie's
xvitbout these a4bretions man would have been imprisoned in small
gimps', not unlike-bends Of especially intelligent baboons.

But his1oriealliy speaking, man not only deyeloped these fascinating
conceptual structurA; he also devised suitable techniques for seeing
to it thrt theyftere mastered. f would like to point out that, for the
mosCpart, one learns, but is not necessarily:taught, to play with folk
ineiclas. What is taught arc ale "rules of the game." Once the rules
4

v: are understood, tech participant is largely op his ow_ n except `when
the'rnodelt are peryerled by professionalism.

In every society there are social norms which distingui;-h between
mattec,s, on.thd one harfd, and fun and games on the other.

Generally, specific times and places arc set aside for the enjoyment
of thesaefcilW models. Also, the stakt.s for winning or losing are kept

strategy as mils. The formal treatment of nuzzles is not in as satisfactory
a condition 'as games of chance and game of strategy; however, we have
suggested that the riesef natural deduction may"be appropriate here (12).
When it comes to sthetic objectsve:, one is at sea and it is not knows
whether formal anal} esiiof aestheit objeCts, should such analyses prove
possible, will result in one or more distinA classes of tteories. We should;
bear ininind that until ifib work of von Neumann, no one was .in a position
to drtw a ,4heor ally cotent distinction between games of chance and
games' of strategy.

ItAcertainly is true t the ordinary citizenqs the last tierson you should ask
bout how .171eeizes up situations and 'makes decisions, He has had little
raining in t.peoretical disco , and i,t required the highest order of genius'
to caret through silund fo 1 analyses ofthese familiarvultural Products. _

It is intereiting tonfle too that none of thtefour classes cl models calls for
very, much in the way of technological expe'rilse in fashioning the equipment
used in conitIction with them,(.or example, bits of wood will for checker

es It is clear that the ph*. sical fide ett. these k models is trivial, well
"Pwiietchir.1 the technoldical competence of arly man.
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at some nottiinal value insofar as profit And loss eater in, In addition,
there are norms which regulate expressions of feeling and emotion
with reference to using these folk models. During the course of play-

ing with a model, one is permitted to experience a fairly wide range
of feelings and emotions, but extremes are excluded. These models,
as it were, serve as a school for emotional expressions = this is the
kind of school in which boredom is unlikely and uncontrolled emo-
tional frenzy is forbidden. All in all, the set of norms governing the

use of the models and he models themselves have proved so suc-
cessful that people have to be prohibited from playing too much,

despite the conceptual depth of the materials with which they deal.

IV

Now, someone might be tempted to ask the following question: 'If
you think so highly of these models as guides to action, and if they
indeed represent abstractly so many salient features of human exist-
ence; why should we not k-st content with them?" My answer is that
these models did indeed serve man well during; most of his history.
However, there is something radically wrong with them with respect
to their present theoretical relevance. So long as the ordinary man
live out his life within the context of a static social framework these

mode matched his world the models themselves are essentially

static = Cities. For instance, in any play of the game of- chess the rules

that is, the boundary conditions remain constant. There may
be plea y of lively action going on within this stable frame of refer-
en e and the. participants may feel e wide range of emotions, but the
rul are both fixed and inviolable, in a norrnati:T sense. If you are
wo ing a puzzle, say a jig saw puzzle, the picture be completed
dos not change as you work on the puzzle, and the pieces preserve
size and shape constancy. If you go to see a play two nights in a row,
with trivial variations, it remains the same playthe actors do not
change their lines because you have seen it before; though you may
appreoiate it more thoroughly on seeing it the second time (assuming

itis an interesting play) .

V

The basic point I am attempting to .make is That the folk models
mirror the static qUality of unchanging or imperceptibly changing
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societies. The folk models in this respect are like the-N,bwtonian'con
ceptions of space and time both presuppose a frame., of reference
which is invariant with respect to all that goes on within them. -

scarcely need to remind you that we no logger live in such an
absolutistic universe. Since World. Var II there has been a massive
acceleration in the rate of social change an acceleration so great
that it is difficult to graph it This fact is now appreciated by most of
us, althougnwe are, not prepared as yet to deal with its consequences.
From this itandp4nt, it is not inappropriate tb divide human history
into two major periods, before and afteLhis rapid acceleration got
under way. The primitive period of human- history ends in the 1940's
and the modern begins then. It really does not make much difference
what scientific, technological or social function you care to consider

each has gone off the graph and is shooting upward. We now live
in a truly dynamic era and the most serious question which faces us
is whether we_can maintain a stable dynamic equilibrium.

Turning again to folk models, it is my point that they tend to
inculcate an abstract conception of the world which is incompatible
with a. civilization in acceleration. The challenge is to create new
models appropriate for these changed and changing icircumstances
we need dynamic models and these models must pass the stringent
test of being enjoyable to their users. It is essential that people have
to be admonished to put them aside.

I have given considerable thought to the problem of devising suit-
able scientific models to replace the traditional folk models. See (13)
as a first etTort in this direction.) The "rules of the game" must be
changing ones, yet it will not dO if the rules simply change arbitrarily
or irrelevantly. The successive sets of rules must bear some plausible
relation to one another and to what goes on in the course of play. If
you give serious thought to the problem of devising dynamic models,
and .1 hope that you will, I believe that you will come to the conclu-
sion that it will be very difficult to create such models without exten-
sive employment of the latest developments in technology. We cannot
interrupt the players over and over again to explain new sets of rules

it is no solution to substitute one fixed frame of reference for many
fixed frame_slif reference. Instead, the player wilrhave to discover that
the old rules are, for some reason or another, not quite working he

will have to find out for himself that something has gone wrong and
induce a new modus operandi that will suffice to meet the new condi--
tions. To choose a trivial example, the jig-saw puzzle again, I do not
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see any way of making a dynamic jig-saw puzzle without employing

some fairly complicated electronic equipment.
The final point which I wish to make has to do with testing. We

not only want to create new and more appropriate models, but it is

important to make certain that they have the desired consequence

of helping to fashion a highly abstract, open and creative approach

to the solving of dynamic problems. If we look at the development of

tests from the standpoint that has been explained here, we can see

that, generally speaking, they fall in the category of the puzzle model.

Various I.Q. tests are cases in point. These sts consist almost en.

tirei9 of sequences of short static puzzles. For this reason, assuming

the folk-model analysis is correct, we should not be too surprised

if the assessment of peoples' puzzle-solving abilities should have some

predictive value for their behavior in everyda life. However, since

most tests in current use do net measure skill in handling the other

three classes of models, we also should expect a good deal of unex-

plained variance and we are not disappointed.
Even if those who are interested in test construcjion were to build

tests for the other traditional folk models a demanding task in its

own right the opportunity still would exist far building tests for the

projected dynamic models. Since these models are, for the mos
simply speculative notions at the present time, there is 'an d
tunity for model construction and test construction to work hand in

hand. And since the new models would have no traditional warrant,
it is doubly important that they be tested as they are developed. It is

my opinion that such new tests, like the models themselves: will re_

quire a full employment of our technology.
To recapitulate, let me say that there is a sense in which °LIE con-

ceptual grasp of what is now the subject matter of the behavioral
sciences exceeded our grasp of what is now the subject matter of the
physicaltiences,for most cif hUman history. The folk models created

by now-forgetten geniuses represent theoretical schemes which match

the modern constructions of the physical sciences in subtlety, rele-

vance,, and applicability. These folk models are, strictly speaking, pre-
scientific creations Whiih were essential for man so long as he lived

within the framework of fund:hnentally static social orders. They are
antithetical, however, to the needs of societies in rapid acceleration.
It %suggested here that what is wantedee models that are dynamic
and will help in the creation of ni....w.,apgrmiclies_tcy problem solving. It

Is difficult to see how to make such models, without the help of ad-
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vanced technology. These models also must be tested and this requite-
ment has many implications for test construction.

As a final thought, it may be:well to recall the words of the per-
ceptive Henry Adams, 10 1905 he stated, 4n the context of a discus-
sion of social acceleration*, that.this,acceleration

prolonged one generation longer would require a new social.
mind. As though thought-were 'common salt in indefinite solntion
it must enter a new phase subject to new laws. Thus far, since'five
or ten thousand yearS, the mind has successfully reacted, and notri:
ing yet proved that it would fail to react but it would need to
jump (14).
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Measurement Issues
in the Counseling

of the Culturally
Disadvantageded *

MARTIN HAMBURGER
New York University

There are several vantage points for viewing application of measure-
ment to problems concerning the culturally disadvantaged. An obvious
one would be from within thescience and technology of measurement
itself, which is the context of this conference, the bids and.the avenue
of contribution of its sponsors, and the vested interests and profes-
sional legacy of its participants. Here, one might rush pell-mell but
bravely into such matters as culture -free tests or the growing inventory
of specific abilities and the search for their functional utility.

Another vantage point would be from the frame of reference of
the culturally disadv.antaged. as a significant social force. This would,
involve, of course, our broader societal concerns with such problems
as urban poverty, minority youth, civil rights, integration, unemploy-
ment of marginal labor groups, or manpower training. The urgent
social and economic forces and the concomitant national concern lie
most certainly at the core of the recent surge of interest among social
Oirmticts: the same forces dictate solutitms much more frequently
than the efforts of social scientists. A social historical perspective may
therefore provide a rapidly shifting definition of "disadvantage" which
is sometimes a minority group problem or sometimes a function of
economic and population trends that are shaking our social order.

No discussion of cultural disadvantage among psychologists and
educators could ignore either the social-historical domain or the meas-
urement technology which we employ to identify and describe dis-
advantaged individuals. Yet there is even another vantage point which

*The writer is indebted to J. A. Davis for critical review and editorial sug-
gestions.
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would seem particularly useful, for it brings to light certain crucial
issues which have pervaded the rapidly burgeoning literature on eul-
Aural 'deprivation and at the same 'tithe reveals how effective resolution

of thOse issues has been conspicuously by-passed. This vantage- point

is that of the counselor.
The .term "counselor" is used here, in the generic sense of the pro-

fessional in schools and in public or private agencies who is con-
cerned'with the educational or vocational development .6f individuals.

As such, the term subsumes many change agents who are dealing with

the problems of human deprivation and learning deficit as well as
with the compensatory programs designed to reverse the process-of
deprivation :1, But, the unique aspect of the counselor's role, for our
purposes, is that he must. be dedicated to'optimal development for all

The all is now beginning to include, in practice, the culturally dis-
advantaged. Anti the counselor must now view the disadvantaged as
individuals who are underdeveloped in one way or and. 4

It isnot the purpose of the present argument to_ suggest that there
may be something Magic in, the counseling process which yields a
brave and competent new self' where fear and impoverishment existed-
-previously. It would also be patently absurd to attempt to show that
counselors have learned more about their measurement tools than
the psychometrists who have .developed and researched them. Nor
can it be maintained that the typical counselor has a rich background
of experience with the deprived, or that he is free from negative
biases which vesult in a devaluing of members of groups who seem
unable .to achieve or to produce in standard ways. Counselors, like
other helping professionals, have been employed by, and addicted to
the views of, the "power structure." In fact they now find their job
more difficult precisely because it more frequently includes the dis-
advantaged.

Today, as a nation in the midst of an ideological crisis, we are
revising our premises about human potential as a result of social, eco-
nomic, and moral revolution rather than new discoveries of unusual
abilities or of new outleiS for traits heretofore .lacking in application.
While the general public has other options, it is the counselor's func-

tion to guide his counsclee ,through rebirth and regeneration, if neces-

sary, and to help him find a place in the social system where his de-
veloped capabilities may be utilized. Face-to-face with disadvantage

in the most personal sense, the counselor fulfilling his function must
ask what Measurement offers beyond the somewhat painful contirma-
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tion that disadvantage exists in measurable units and that the going
may be rough.

Measurement is essentially a matter of science and technology. it
is good science to describe and to attempt prediction from samples of
behavior, permitting rite objective findings and probabilities to guide
further action. We may measure air pollution, for example, or fre-
quency of smoking and predict the incidence of cancer, or we may
obs4rve the effects of harmful food additives or pesticides. In the
appli6ation of measurement to the disadvantaged, however, we go
beyond scientific issues. Although disadvantaging physical:environ-
ments .ate clearly revealed through scientific research, the social
impact ot,the proof provided by science can best be summarized as
provocative of ome moral i dignation and very little,lf any, action.

are not yet t the level to enab c us to make individual predictive de-
MoreoVer, t science and tec nology of measurement of human traits

visions for most people except ith wide degrees of latitude and error.
Thus, with legs than reasonable ertainty of prediction, and with little

., comfort to be Aned from label ng alone, the issues are evidently as
much moral as scientific. In [Ft current atmosphere of developing
the great society, of combating p y rty, of fighting inequity, there are
salient issues of a political, soci 1, and economic nature. It seems
to me that these issues are sci ntifie-technological, philosophical-

,

ideological-moral, and political-economic-social.,Let us consider each
of these. .

The hetenthie-Teehnologiesi issue
It should be assumed at the outset that theory is powerful and
the oft-proclaimed "lack of theoretical underpinnings" notwithstand-
ing, certain theoretical formulations about human ability have influ--
enced practice. The considerable body of data about human abilities
and differences reviewed by Anastasi, Tyler, and Super and Crites-
provides good, evidence of the existence and impact oLtheory_ the
more recent works of Hunt and Bloom reveal that implicit or explicit
theories of human development, especially the development of inrOli-
gence, have influenced measurement, research, technology, and con-
sequently counseling practice, In relation to problems of culturil dis-
advantage, the vast literature on the intelligence of Negroes demon-
strates hqw seemingly neutral "scientific- data and "objective" theory
are imbricated in everyday practice.

Even the most basic theoretical formulations have sometimes been
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responsible for widespread fallacies in the profession. One example is

with the normal curve, so trerneridously useful in describing majority
populations. We expect, seek, and find those individuals to fill the
tails of the distribution. Yet Tyler points out that It is cin'te'possible
to change a skewed distribution into a normal one simply making
the test on which it is based a little harder or a little c- , depend-
ing upon the direction of the skewness." This is defensible'i4 mathe-
matical and practical reasons, but Tyler continues: "We know now
that test scores can be manipulated to give.us any sort of distribution
we want." z

The difficUlty with normal curvo from the counselor's viewpoint
,

is not with the test construction and the norrning, however, but With
the -misconceptions that follow, or are fortified by, the presumably,
immutable distribution of traits and talents. Thus, intelligence is seen
as ( I ) a dimension on (2) a scale. Both notions have been attacked'
as scientifically"Ifallacious and practically deplorable, especially by
Hunt who argues that drawing samples of behaivior for evidence of
such organizational structures as schemata, operations, and concepts
is mope scientific than dimensionalizing and scaling within a vast
domain of human functioning. If persons are open _systems in which
change occurs as a function of unspecifiaLile future conditions, then
the use of diniension and scale in counseling is particularly serious.

Despite the evidence of Tuddenham and others that World War II
soldiers performed considerably better than World War I soldiers On
intelligence tests,, the normal curve as an' eternal, immutable verity
continues to guide our perception of the -particular distribution of

traits in fixed and inevitable proportions. The counselor of the dis-
,,

advantaged, however, can only wonder if the "normal distribution"
has become a modern' version of the Procrustean bed on which
viduals have their standard deviations stretched or lopped off as de:
sired. Thus, for the counselor of the culturally disadvantaged, the nor-
mal distribution, despite its utility in other areas, can only ieinforce
the notion that intelligence is like an oil reserve: there is just so ri-iah
of it and our job is to dig wells and retrieve oil, using our science to
make the operation maximally profitable_ If I may inject another
metaphor of great .releVanec to counseling.- we believe that we can't
make a silk purse of a sow's ear, but we ignore the fact that with
modern cheniistry earl! We cannot allow such notions to distract
us from renewed and rnodern effort to develop and transform people
through education and other institutions.
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Another problem results from confusing test performance with
. s

genotype or, innate capacity. limo ',its: this up most clearly. His pro-
posal is that we think rather. in term. ''f pheno6pe, that is already
actualized capacity. The research studie4 that deal with the proportions
of intellectual development' that are attributable. lo genes arc most

---fascinatingitt they niay serve to inhibit efforts with deprived youth
if th henotype is confused at arty point with the genotype_ I fat that
this I precisely what happens.. This leads us to consider the most
psychometrically respectful use of tests in counseling, that is tit pur-
poses of prediction. . .

To follow Hunt once again:

One implication of (the) -idea that development .. .), an open-
_ ended process puts., a logical limitation on the predictive validity
of tests of intelligences or on meakures of any persbnal charac
teristic. Prediction in science, however, is.always a matter of stating
what will happen to given objects in a closed system for which the
relevant characteristics can be and are fully specified`... . . It 'may
become Rossible to formulate laws which predict the characteristics
that organisms with specified genetic constitutions will de3+.elop
under specified programs of encounters with the environment-:: It
would appear to be outside the realm of scientific possibility, how- ,t
ever, to predict with precision the future characteristics or pheno-,
typic fate of any organism from knowing riterely its present char-
acteristics, without being able to specify the future conditions under
which it will live.

It seems to me that herein is to i foundrhe central issue of 'zill
counseling, but especially counseling of the disadvantaged.. The essence
of the counseling transaction is the opening of the system the phe-
nomenal system as well as the opportunity structure comprised of
educational and vocational resources. This view of the counselor, di,
only view tenable under our working iie -orr-pf his role, places great

: ..
importance on testing for diagnosiS t axi predielion Measure-
ment should be used to improve. is Ebel suggests, rather
than "to determine status.- .

The emphasis on prediction, so wellTfoUnded for the purpose of test'
construction, validation, and especially selection; leads thes counselor
to an illusion about the nature of the "permanent" 'endowment that
indiViduals bring to counseling. This chimera blocks the entrance .to
that mysterious realm which may hOlci,the secrets of the developmental
and transformational activity which successful work with the disad-

2
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vantged entails. Lest we conclude that we sre discarding too quickly
....

a rigor we have treasureit in the past,we can also note the rather liar&
headed conclusions oeTyler and Ghiselli that aptitude tests have very
limited -predictive value. That the success of traditional tests of scho-

lastic a itude for are actin g achieve ent in the popular educational
ver-lo-othfr-tests-ancl-otheicoritcria-is-sup

ported.by Gordman's recent review of 'vocational assessment. The
single,test on the one hand and the.elaborat; test battery on the other. 4 d

certainly merit the same criticism if eith% is geared to brief o'coun-

seling'.' interviews which dO hot activelyengage the 'client as a par-
ticipant in the process. Too frequently in the past the fusion of coun-

.sen and testingthak amounted td ,a pattern of four or five hours of

tes' and an hour of "counseling." With the seriously disadvantaged,

diagisis and treatment are infinitely more important than the mis-
placed emphasis on testing and prediction. And, in this view, the more
modern ernp sis among leaders in test theory and construction on

v dity (e.g.; Messick's work at E-rs) seems- more -prom- ,
pei

ising. We may fear, however; that it will be sometime, lrfore the use
of tests 15 predict and, in the case' of the disadvantaged he use of

.
...,

prediction to select out is Osplaced by the use of tests fo 'diagnosis. .
toward understanding and treatment,

.

No consideration of the scientific and technological issues would
seem complete withcalt, some examination of the CUltike-fair _ or
-culture-free tests. In the framework of the foregoing disemssion, this
approach promises to fie a will o' the wisp insofar as it pursues the

unproductive search%for genotype. The cUlture-fair or culturoffree test
is dedicated to the proposition of genotype. If we think in terms of

diagnosis, in ,terms of Opint-to-point phentitypical sampling and then
of appropriate intervention, the ukfulne$ (for such instruments is
minimal. To strain toward their dev6101iiont is not only -to ignore

,largely. that the majority culture will pre ail in the environments in
which the disadvantaged must operate, but also seems most clearly 'a
p tive attempt to demand' proof, of an adequate genotype before

sting in any developmental program.

The IMIlasaphIcai, IdoologIdal, and Moral hi *nee In Meainurament
I it .._

Missing in many of the current policieg and programs that are con-
cerned with the disadvantage;c1 is a fresh view of human potential.

The ideology of great expectations must replace the seemingly ob-
jective but quite clearly ideological commitment to..liardles and cut-
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off described above. The econoirxii t s ty induce the ptycholo
of scarcity. The economics of abu has unfortunately given u_
very little more thin the psychology of arlidence; the psychology of
abundant ability 4 cucern for creating..4evelopment pporturiiti'es
for all leVels along the spectra 61 abilities ai.:.curretillyi asses

yet with us Plainly, it is edy to attribute, the wiealth we have to
Rite o natur and human resources, and in4astribing
transrorttration of the former to the gifted portion qQhe lal

t'We all know too, that selection is a short-run conceilt. We achieve
pofary success, as did Binet, ,in screening out of the regular, ysterni

those who would deter the prhram's impact on the -appropriately
'talented." Such efficiency becomes a cu lprit when it becomes costly,
when it, results in the depositing of large group_s who can only be a
burden to the by-passing society.

The essence of the philosophical,. ideological, and moral issues
in the application of measurement to the disadvantaged lies in the
supposition that bur basic concepts of human ability have been drawn
from instrumentation which has been developed W conform to a
particular view of human nature. This view considers the essential
development capabilities to be fixed, or genetidally determinedNitk
only relatively li ?le change through environmental influences possible
after the sec. pnd dr third year of life.

Thus, the counselor. engages in a self-IT-Ailing prophecy: Starting
with certain -assumptions about human nature, about racial groups,
about the etiology oP disadvantage, he may use the genotype as the
model of individual development, The great temptation in ,counseling

° is to inventory the sort of .pragmatt solutions that society has pro-
vided, rather than If enter intothir-real effort that is involved in
altering a process which has always seemed irreversible. ,

Another related issue is that we are so committed to traditional con-
cepts and Nrrnulations and are so persuaded that change is slow that
we fail to notellhose events or scientific researches which show radi-
cally different concepts and formulations to be vital, dynamic, and
usaul, for example, many people in this country harbored the illusion
that.the SOvietswere mechanicallOnept; we know, because' it is a part
of our own recent past, what happened to this attitude when they put
a, Sputnik up befgre us, The evidence provided by Margaret M'ead

of the rapidity with which cultural change In the S('`ilith Seas movx.d
people from the Stone Age to the jeep are even more- germane. More
,to our point today are tiv.:lowa studies, milh maligned for year, on
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phe great accelerations that could 'be -induced by conscious, planned
processes in child development; or, to the same point, Kirk's studies
with mentally retarded children. In a yetturPublished study which I
have been conducting, we have found real and significant increase in
ICS fir 18-year-old e perirnentals (disadvantaged youth in a work-study

over s' ilar controls in a seven' month period. There is
ndeed mounting evidence that intelligence is far from

Beyond these considerations; ihere4s still another difficulty. Wh4t.
Isn't answered by increases in ;BD i the fact that increased intelligence

'shot ready opportunity to function is not much ok an outcome. The
gir wally perfect plant can be encased in an otherwke perfect
environ Lent, but without a windoW'to admit the sun there can be no
tropism: 'Theigninselee; however fortified with training or increased
capability to deal with the environment, still needs a window before_
self- actualizing-movement can take place. The heliotropic client is the
kind of succeit story everyone is looking for We revere our notion
of the individual who, despite every handicap, despite every conceiv-
able kind of buffeting by fate, emerges at the end as invincible. The
windowless room would be poor botany. This gross distortion of
Darwinir is poor psychology. Yet this is the dominantideology of
limited elpectations.

.

We know the jokes about the "clerks who were made cooks and the
cooks who were made clerks through the aptitude tests administered
to inductees in World War II. But in real life, thesCpeople could, and
did, function in the new -roles. Super's basic premise over a decade
ago, that -although each occupation requires a characteristic pattern
of abilities, interests, and personality traits, there are 'tolerances wide
enough to allow some variety of individuals in eachfccupation and
some diversity of occupations for each individual,- may be an under-
statement. We may recall Jones' classic work which exposed_the fact
that the presumed decline in intelligence of the aging was an artifact
of the tests employed. Our commitment must be to the individuals
and th.8 job; we need to 19oli for capabilities to occupy produttive roles
without the restrictiveness which our conventional notions of testing
and fitting may impose. While such examples may seem remote, we
have the evidence frOrn Rosenthal's studicls of-experimenter bias that
even themost careful researcher tends to get the kind of results that
he wants. The infhience ondeology makes the counselor susceptible
to,the same ki d of biases, only in his case he perpetuates a wide class
of human beh vior.

_
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The problems of disadvantage are frequently matters of power and
per structure, with the disadvantaged being Powerless 'es well as
deprivedEind poor..Nominal or real disenfranchisement is often eorre-
iatedwith_ minority grou status-and education with nornipal or
rea segregation. These economic, political, and social issues are in-
volvAd in measurement when, through' pupil 'placement laws; tests are
use4 to fortify a social system. The de facto-segregation of students
by school and.by ability groupings provide significantly lower levels of
expectation, experience, and expression for teathers and students. The

&her turnover is greater, the level of staff competency is lower, and
e quality of instruction in the very situation; that demands the most
till and versatility is poorer. This becomes part of cultural depriva-

ion for the students and serves to close rather than open the system.
The fact is that we can now afford tO train and to develop people,

and we cannot afford not to train and develop people. That political
leader and friend of education in the South, 0 Max Gardiner,...is
reputed tn have said that `'Good education is expensive in fact, the
only thing /O le expensive is ignorance' Out ecgnomics Of'.abun-
dance rriutched by a psychology of abundance. We are obtaih-
Mg the financial me ns for the programs and for the research simul-
taneouslytaneously; the resea ch must not lag. .

i(Implications for the 0 Owlish:3nel Role of ,Cauntiefer ,

The three areai of concern- about measurement issues in work with
(he disadvantaged fuse nicely into an indication of what the scope of
the professional role of the counselor must be.js a pragma scien-
tist, he cannot afford to divorce his focusing on! a pahicul problem

al c&ritey. The striking thing about the really great physi-
o h e made importaht contributions to'modern tpeory is their

,.

nowle of total 'nature and their
., pervasive moral concern.

Thi be th crucial fagor in determining how long it may be for
the morality to- ecOrne actuality.

Chatincey and -Dobbin's discussion a guiddrie in he American
public schools is a most eloquent statement of what be a good
model. The way in which testing is harnessed to guida however,
confines the utility of this model to the majorities: It d es not fit the
conception or the practice of counseling with the culturally, disad-
vatua measurementged. Indeed, the role in which measurement in edUnseling has
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',been cast auncey and Dobbin is one of- amelioration. Perhaps

coming to grips with reality (and using jests as one ysource of infor

mation about important realities) is the kst stei3in changing those

realities that the individual does not want to'accepi. With the disad-

vantaged, htiwever, we are concerned about the talities of povetty,

grega o , o _ Omer pugs, Thaisecurt lanketthit-te
mg normally provides counselors wears thin simply c.use the .prob-

lem is so vast.
The great biologist Dubos has pointed out that laboratory science

in his area is ifisufPcient unto itself to ease the ills toward which it is

directed. He says "The most effective techniques to avoid- disease

came out of the attempts to correct, by social measures' and by sani,

tation and public health. The introduction of cotton undergarments

easy to launder and of transparent glass:that brought lig4 into the

most humble dwelling contributed more:to the control of infection

than did all drugs and medical practices. ", Modern ruArobiology

superb, but it is poor sanitary practices that are respoRble for peri-

odic outbreaks of 'staph. Even if the Chatincey-Dobbin. model and

the Mental Measurements Yearbook give-us the illusion that we have I

a pharmacopeia, and though testing as ritual 'seems to cleanse the
a

counselor and the client at once, infection lurks just outsid e,

the door, .

In this sense, testing would apper. to be very much ieconda t.

working with the individual Atnd- through the envie& rnt to improve

the opportunity structure for the disadvantage.d. O., es not have to

ignore totallytahe kntawledge of hurnin differential sychdlogy that we

have acquired. The assessnitnt of, say, a nineteen-year-old high school

dropout as having an 10 of 70, a I 1#} gradelevel score on paragraph

meanAg on 4lhe &a' lford AchievemeRt Test, ano4a 7.8 oracle-level

word meaning score provides, some very cownt suggestions about the

way this individual functionsland may aid in the design of reraedia-i

tionNctivity, pr hater, of developAntal asitivity: But still another

factor is thl few practitu1ers of counseling have the knowledge and

exijrience i=equird to use tests IN this maikner. The use of the most

gross measures, the reliance, in administrative decisions, on the global

score (and this is what actuall/ happens in the long run), is contrary

to the coanselot's purp2se of Gincreasing human variability.

I am not ippressed by the evidence, therefore, that statistical and.

actuarial methods are superior to clinical or instructional tech-
,

niques in counselingaactivities with the disadvantaged. Here the issue
a
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is .erroneous and simply not appropriate. Taring in this view is pre-
litninary and incidental to_ helping, to modifying, to teaching, and to
re-educating; the view of testing aslact-finding and prediotion,
tain,leads to the outolassing of instruction.

The assessment-apPraVial Model is therefoi=e necessary put
uiec t. to the_ perforntance of the counselift function in wor
disadvantaged: The auto-education model is necessa
The decision model is spurious in thii instance beca e o
lessness. of the clientele and because the counselor mus
decision Surrogate.

On the other hand, the model of the physician, the social bi
the engineer; the therapist, anV particularly theaeacher, are all
ingul and afford us important reference points fOr, the-- evoption
thb prof "oval role of the counselor. in kOrk- With t e dis
vantagdd icularly, counselors faced umbers o child en
must' evolve a unique role. The use 'Of tit- and sciene is
fundamental to such an evolution, but it must c, not scientism;

,profession, not technocracy; diagno4 not commitment,
not impartiality; effort, not expediency; and .ance of new
systems 14 developm6nt, not reliance on those alr available:
In this sense, the poet inay have more to say tha ed scien-
tific psychologist: I recall Thomas gay's

Full many a gem of purest ray ser
The dark. unfatho 'd eaves
Full many a flower born td
And waste its sweet ess on the desert 'al

Counseling, (of course, can ;bide the idyllic ,s
Piaget ,is correct in stating " entail functionS_
develop in the process lear
structures, with the mot6 advaL
of the child's experience only.lf' ear
foundational elements." This is

they develop into
ems arising during th se
Orrtlatiods haVg pr

e of the beat

tan beings
rehpal

r
d' the

ie kind of
esting canprocess in which we must .acert ve rierventafi

provide a useful, though incrd
that,therp are
each act of appli

ith the focus
pie improveme
not in itself pro

oo we rnd full well
loci 1, d Moral res nsibilitles inherent in

uf reuse device; dially in dealihg
nt diSenssioh the drsadvantaged. The sir&

science technology of measurement, Can-
kind of alts we must achieve-- 7,
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is not the-first time that the prObtern of the measur 0411:the

. 4, Culturally -.different has' engaged the attention, of qrti in

s ft
, ,

vitational- Conference. on. Testing, Problehip. The.hrsc pallet 1-th the

- 1,949t Onference dealt .with the topic; "Influence ,pf,cultural Ba&=:

round on Test Perfarglance," and much of what was said at4tIkt time

ecrially. relevant today. The, second panel of the.1?52 ciriterecice

00sed -on-the' triple, "Techniques- for, the Pevelopmeht. of Unbiased,' /14.

sts'.ahrl',4in--what was said knight-be -repeated in eeigay'''s drsc

rtt..-fri fact cine- may with sonie justification, wonder Why-Atere, a

agaih today,
The fact of the nutter is of course that the topic is 4: h{i ht

00(60 and de'als With a -central issue in the field of tasting, ffa e

-140:'indiVidual differences are a fanetion of many factorsihow

he insure that any 'particular. 4eSt relevant factors are help'

tired and irreievant ones' excluded? 'Like the issue ess

objective-Iesting, it is one which needs to be exa_ d;pe

in :the fight Of technical adv ees in the field and c a n

taping dace in the context- hiri,which the issue is irribedded.

At:the 1049 Confeienee, TariStal defined one position Age'

in these

It i contention Wit on .a precittive test any di rdnce

retween groups whose backgrounds differ shout tidg not

good or bad, nor right or wrong, but useful or not us f-4-valid or
Invalid for the prediction of future behavior: (1. )

On the same panel Haggard stated the position which h besn ex

nded, perhaps with somewhat 'greater intensity but certainly -aith

ea
rstis

eally
s
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Clati hy.erftiear'of year..e said:

we cannot, assume the various sub cUltures
arable, simply beettusepf a ,common geo

or is it enough to 'say t'We-consider all that
of a lower-class ethnic child.".Why not

uca on= opportunttws tom
redes:on.- are cieterminefl by how well a child does on our

Sent standardized tests, regardless of whpther we intend them
o be. And those' who do poorly at first are often .given inferior

tcational opportunities, so that a vieiouS'circle is set, up, and a
deal of potential ability is lost.. to. our oCiety. (2)

'for Turnbull, the issue. was Whether or not differences in the: -

formance of different groups on a test are significantly related to pre-
diction. If they are then groups Should be treated separately when
making predictions, or the testing pScedure should be modified to
eliminate distorting differences. Rut filit, let's be sure that there is a
problem, that is, that the regression lines for predicting a future per-
formance are actually different. If they are the same, then how can
one talk of bias? For Haggard and for many critics of testing today
-- the issue is much broader than simply one of Maximizing predic-
tion. Test scores can be misused by uninformed people to perpetuate
social injustices. EVen where'the evidence indicates that sub-groups
should be_separated and treated differently in making predictions, the
differentiations are often not made; and even if there is no evidence
that regression lines are different well a prediction of the usual
academic criterion may not be so important if by making it we elimi-
nate at the start those who might achieve in the long run. We may
gtant the predictor his point; the trouble is that his criterion is almost
never an ultimateone.

Essentially, the issue is One involving values; that's why it is so
persistent and so resistant to the impact of research. Proponents of
different points of view tackle different kinds of problems and assemble
different kinds of data It takes'a long time for the collections to begin
to converge. On the other hand, as one looks at the issue today in
the light ofWhat can be learned from research completed and in prog-
resi, some converging is discernible. I believe we are ready to agree
that a test which does not provide a valid prediction of some kind
of significant behavior is not worth the time it takes to answer the
-questions. At the same time; however, I think we're ready to accept
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he proposition that pure empirical prediction, irrespect/V6:61 possible,

indirect social effects, is indefensible. Tests should be construd and
used with indirect consequences as well as pedictiye effectiveness

in mind...Finally, I think we've agreed that we hay n educaticl
probjent on our hands. We can concentrate all our ports on making

---foolinuof tests; vve-hav-e-toTder-soinedling-about-irn
tication of test users. My specific responsibility this afterno how-

ev4, is to discuss test constryction, not the education of 'test users.

HistoTically, bOth the College Entrance Examination Board and

Educational- T sting Service have been aware of the significande of .

culturaj ififfere _es hi* the interpretation of test scores and have
mounted systeirian programs of research designed to clarify such
differences, The differences recognized in the First Annual Report of

,the Conirnission or Scholastic Aptitude Tests, 1926 are obvious ones:

At some time in the future, then, it may be expected that differen-
tiaJ weights will be applied to the tests for varying purposes. Boys

and girls engineering applicants,-and liberal arts applicants would
all take the same examination under identical conditions and their

scores woul all be expressed on a scale in which the me-tin is 500

and sigma 0, but the various tests determining the total score
would be di differentially weighted depending on the sex of the appli-
cant or the type of curriculum to be taken. (3)

Since that pioneer egort literally thousands of studies have been car

ried out in which the Scholastic Aptitude Test or tests of the same

type have been incorporated, along with other measures, in equations

for, predicting the academic performance of specific groups. Member

colleges and colleges contemplating membership in the Board have
been encouraged to conduct studies in which sub - groups that might

be 'expected to show different predictive relationships arc treated

separately: med and women, liberal ails and engineering students,
independent and public school applicants. logically, there is do limit

to the breakdowns one might try. There are, hoWever, limitations of a

practical nature. It may be that students from ,that little high school

Over in the neighboring state, where all the teachers have Ph.D.'s and

where there are a maximum of ten studente in a class, might behave
differently. The troubla is that a college Tay get or two a plicants

every other year from that school. And as for thesoins of im ;grant

farmers from Faraway County, wher% there is one ti .sch with

two teachemneithe of whom has yet completed the b lOr's degree,
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the situation is even less promisin& a college may have never had a .

candidate before, and is year it may have only one
It doesn't take much im,agination'to realize that if we expect each

college to conduct, its own studies and develop separate predictive
equations for every significant.sub-group of the applicant population,

enou cas

available to establish a line of relationship. Inevitably, there comes a
point where the test user is forced to make clinical judgments as he
encounters individual cases which seem not to fit into any of his
previously, studied categories. This is not necessarily an bndesirable
practice; actually, it may be the only way to temper the impact of
'large-scale data processing methods on the unusual jndividual .

possible that the problem may be educed somewhg'by
pt to eliminate irrelevant cultural differences at the point

construction? And if the attempt is not entirely successfeli is
t not possible to at least identify potential problems for the tegi Us

arid provide him with some guidelines for his clinical judgments? The

College Board and have thought so and have acted accordingly.
With the developinent of large-scale data processing equipment, the

question has naturally arisen whether or not it would be possible to
pool data across a number of colleges and thus get around the problem
of-'too few cases in a sub:trout), To date, the explorations of this ap-

ch:have .not been particularly, fruitful; furthermore, the refine
tents, which appear possible by, separating for analysis special groups
of candidates, are quite small in contrast to the high,dover-all validity
ofr14 test scores. sAT scores appear to be equally valid for groups
in which the average score is above 600 and_for those in which the
average ,score is below 400, in colleges enrolling youth from quite
homogeneous backgrounds, and in those enrolling youth from a wide
range of backgrounds. This is to some extent at least, attributable to
systematic efforts at the test construction stage to eliminate unneces-
sary and irrelevant cultural factors from the test.

TO a considerable extent, efforts have been guided by rational con-
siderations; but particularly in recent years, systematic research has
guided our efforts. Let me cite a few examples. The early forms of
the SAT were made up ofsub-tests each containing so many questions

that nobody could finish in. the time allotted. We knew from studies
reported in the general literature of-psychology that a rural youth is
likely to respond differently from the way an .urban youth will to a
speed task. We therefo set about systematically to_reduce the weight
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of the speed factor in the test.
We knew that some parents could pay for special coaching in prepk

ration for the test while others could not, and that certainly the availa-
bility of practile,,elterciies would vary widely: Thus, we decided to
design item types which were relatively unresponsive to special coach-

iketeeLdataindica
been.reasonably successful. (4) At the same time we prepared be
lets desiribing the test and providing enough illustrative questions to
insure candidates of the opportunity to know the kinds of questions to
expect. (An order form for these free booklets is mailed to every
secondary school in the country at the beginning of each school year.

We knew that, familiarity with the general content of 'a reading
pastille would improve a candidates chances of understanding the z:
passageand answering questions about it We also knew that the read-
ing interests of candidates would determine to a considerable extent
the kin4 of materials they would read: Some would favor literary
reading, others scientific; some would read agricultural magazines,
others would read magazines aimed at the. homemaker. Our studies
suggested, for example, that girls were more likely to do well with
material in the biological, and medical sciences while boys excelled
with material in the physical sciences. (5) We therefore set up cate-
gories to guide our selection of reading passages which would insure
a _balance of content. We learned that women excellifd in knowledge,
of words related to people whIlimen tended to excel with vocabulary
related to things. (6) And we reasoned that regional anti cultural
backgrounds would also be reflected in the vocabularies of different
candidates. We therefore established categories to guide our selection
of the verbal omnibus questions in the test.

In-_order to increase our understanding of the cultural factors which
influence test scores, we have in recent years deliberately sought out
samples from ,widely different backgrounds and studied their respon'ses
to questions. We have studied samples from Scotland and from Al-
berta; from Nigeria and from East Africa, from the rural Midwest

torn New York City, and from segregated centers in the South.
s our questions became more focused, we realized that we had

methodological problems to solve. The central problem had been
anticipated by Tukey in the discussion of the papers at the 1953 Invi-
tational Conference with this question: "Isn't the main interest of
this operation the comparison of these groups, the interaction between
status and other variables?" (7) At that time Eells and his associates



e University of Chicago h completed studies in which the chief
-method was that.of Comparing the percentage of one. group marking
a correct answer to a vestilt with the percentage of another group

.
marking a correct answV.to same question. Tkiere were two limita-
tions to this approach. I> the first place, since a number of different

...questicin&barilleen4triawefed-by_the_same_people,it wasimproper
make the tests of significance as if the jtuccessive*lifferences were
based on independent samples. The replies to the different questions
are necessarily.correlatecifEaoh new analysis did not yield a new piece
of information. In the second place, the effect one wished to study ----
the interaction between status and te'Itiquestions might possibly be
confounded with real ability differences between the groups,

We haie not yet solved all the problems of sorting -out the various
tors .contributing to differences in test performance of different

groups, but we have made some progress and are continuing' our
studies:During the summer of 19.63, Cardall (8) applied the analNsis
of variance detign for tro factor experiments with repeated measures
on one factor to data from three different groups and showed how
mean effects and interaction effects might` be separated. She demon-
strated significant interaction effects for items 'in the SAT across the
three groups. At the same time, she pointed out that the statistical
analysis did not permit us to difyrentiate between balance and bias
in a test__We. are continuing our seal-eh for such a differentiating
procedure. 4

In the summer of 1964, Fremer (9) examined Cardall's data sub-
jectively for evidene of balake or bias and concluded that whatever
factors were causing the significant interactions were not readily ap-
parent fiorn an examination of item contenVIn a few instances, item
content could be related to relative difficulty. For example, we plotted
the item difficulties for a sample of candidates from New York City
against those for a sample of candidates fr6m communities of less
than 19,000 population in Illinois and Indiana and more than fifty
miles from Chicago and Fort Wayne. Only two of the '42 verbal tiues-
riOns fell outside a clearly. defined ellipse. Both were easier for the
Midwestern sample and both involved gontent with a fUral/flavor. But
by and large,, the factors producing changes in the relative difficulty
of questions from group to group appeafed to be the result of complex
factors such as those producing individual differences within grpups.
And since the int Lions tend to be represiented in the scatter plots
by ellipses in whi e poin'ts are ciistributeA symmetrically, we have
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tended to f vor, interpretations in terrn4 of balance rather than bias.
When we have compaffd- samples fr40 outside the United SEtes

with those from within, we have found n wide variety of patt6rits.
"English speaking stunples Aer m-Stibtland and Canada produce hitter-
actions no greater than those from different groups within the United

..._,:-StateaOn_certain_types_oLmathrrnatical. aptitude questions typically
found in school textbooks it appears that the Scotch sample.may have

an advantage. When we examine samples for whom English is a

second language and where differences in culture are immediately

apparent, as with our Afriean samples, however, both mean differ,
ences across all items and interaction. effects indicating changes in the
'relative difficulty of 'Items are.dramatie. Details of our. findings have

been presented elsewhere: (10). Essentially, we found that there was

- a large difference in over-alt performance and a large shift in relative

diffic,ulty of-questions, both attributable to the fact that English vas .a
second language. The shifts in relative difficulty were also attributable

to the fact that the individUals in the sample had grown up in a rural,
tropical society rather than in an industrialized country located in the

North Temperate Zone. We reasoned, soundly, I believe, that many of
these differences were irrelevant to our purpose in assessing aptitude
for undergraduate college studies in the United States. We therefore
set about constructing a special Scholastic Aptitude Test from which.

Inappropriate items had been excluded. Our evaluations of this effort

are still in progress. Meanwhile, we. have recognized that no amount
Hof tinkering would produele a valid test on which African and Ameri
lean students of equal ability would make equal scores. The cultural
differences are scgreat that the Africans must by treated as'a separate
group throughout the selection and placement process;

For the most part; in assessing the validity of the test for African
candidates, we had to be content with the testimony of African .edu-

. cators that their better stucjents' tended to Take Higher scores on

e. test. We did locate one sample for whom bott; PSA1- scores, and
arnbridge School Examination marks were availablp and demon-

strated that the correNions betW4i.total Camtridge 'marls and
'psAT-v and PSAT-M scores were similar to correlations between school

-grades ia,nd ps,6,*-sc-Ores for samples the qpited . Stales. Also we
found siifY pairs of African .stud- s for whom grades in an American

college were diiectly eomparabl once each member of a- air attended

the same college a was following t same .curriculum. A sign test .

indicated a posits ellvionship betwLen grades and ps,!t-r,-Ni scores
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eve systematic effort had been made to nlace students of
him ab ty in the same colles. Presumably, other things being equal,
the higher the scom the more promising the candidate.

The data foul our African studies led us to become concerned
about otherC.ollege Board candidates for whom English is not .a native
langu- .age Stuches by-Howell c m hav6-pi-ocad4pidence from which
we have developed a frame of reference for interpreting scores of
such candidates. Thus, the booklet describing le SAT this year con-
tains a section ,,headed, "If English is not your native language,"
which reads.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test is based on the, assumption that the
.test-taker is a- native speaker of English. The %'efbal questions on

qthe test have been designed specifically to probe the kind of under-
stars of the English language that is acquired by one who has'

. spokir it all his life. The SAT, in, other worth much, tests not so, uch
your "acadelnic vocabulary- as your total mastery of the language.

, Thispeans, of,course, that the SAT'is not entirely suitablefor .test-
ing all foreign stilt:lents; malty of whom will take the test ;without

. having acquired this kind of understanding of Engligh: 'The 'extent
of this handicap obviously' will vary depending upon the degree of
familiarity with,.and mastery of English.

The College Board has taken steps townake admissions officers in'
Arherican .college's more aware of the language handicap some -_,,

`

i.h
are applying for admission to an `Americana college that _requires

'the

studenternay have. If Engli. is not, your native language, and you-

'the SAT, you should inform the adrnisabris officer of that college
of:the extent of your everience with English. Information of this
kind will help him make. a proper interpretation of your test
gores. (12) .

Our studies have shown generally that responses to, the questions
in the mathematical sections of the SAT are relatively unaffected:by

.1,-tliffereves in cultural background. Unlike the verbal aptitude. score, .
which reflects any and varied influaces -within a culture, themathe-
inatical skill, and abilities ads gener Hy developed in school. Such
differences as do appelr are likely be rellectioiis of currienlar dif-
ferenceu across schools rather th Ii istic, geographic, or socio-
economic differences except as these ay be indirectly refi- ted in
school practices. We did find significant shifts in the relative Iliculty
of SAT-M questions when they were answered by &II- African samples.
Apparently, there was much greater emphasis on rouline computation
in 'the African schools and: relatively less ernphasis'cln what we refer
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to as "novel" items. d our indites of Interabtion were statistically
significant although' relatively small when we compared samples from
different groups within the United States. It is interesting, .however,
to note that Cardall reported interactions of the same inagnitude for
three strikingly .different samples Apparently, there Is no greater
difference in the mathematical curricula between Negro schools in
the Southeast and non-segregat'ed schools in the North than between
schools in New York City and schools in the rural Midwest.

The curricular developments in secondary schools at.. the) present
time are generating groups of "culturally* different" candidates so far
as tests of academic achievement are concerned; and much of our
research and development effort. during the past several years has
been devoted to dealing with problems arising from this source,. These
efforts are simply the extension of a policy adopted by the College
Board in the early forties when the Board moved from published
syllabi, and tests designed to cover them, to achievement tests designed
to measure the outcome of good instruction. This policy left wide
flexibility for variations in details of courses from school to school.

The problem of validation of an achievement test is somewhat
different from that for an aptitude lest. While it' is true that the College
Board Achievement Tests have proved useful in piedicting perform-
ance,in college, there are those who will argue, with justification, that
the tests should be considered assessments rather than predictors. As
an assessment, the validity of an achievement test rests on the judg-
ments of competent authorities that it requires of the candidate the
performance of a representative sample of the. tasks toward which the
instruction of the school is legitimately directed.*

But how shall one decide who are competent authorities and what
can be done about providing those authoritie4, once identified, with
the data necessary to arrive at sound judgment? In the selection of
committees of examiners, in the developing of specifications for each
nevetest, in the .detailed test analysis prepared-following the
istration of each new test, and in special research studies undertaken
from time to time, both ETS and the College Board are seeking to
answer this question. There is only time to mention a few examples of
steps which are being taken to insure fairness to candi &atcs with
different curricular backgrounds.

One thing we have done is to provide committees of examiners with
information about what is being taught in the schools. Such informa-
tion often leads to changes in specifications for tests. Thus, a study of

ti
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preparation of mathematics' cantlidate ,provided one basisfor
changes in the mathentiftics *achievement tests during_tbe current
acaderrucisar. (13) k great m y siihilar studies have guided,
mittees in mathematics and in ot r fieilds over the years.

Another contribution to the c nstruction Or tests -which sample+
fairly what _is taught in the schools has hden systematic comparisims
of the performance Of

_

candidates with different curricular back-
.

grounds. Several years ago, for example, we began orfering a special
examination for candidates who had- studied the pssc phSisics course
After studies had indicated-that such students fwere at a disadvantage
on the regular Physics Test. Arthesame time; we set about designing
a test which Would-be appropriate for all groups of physics students.
Now we are again offering a single physics achievement test.

More recently, recognizing the, primary place of expert judgment in
determining the appropriateness of achievement tests, we have as-
seinbled and analyzed the judgments of teachers of various courses
with respect to the:appropriateness of -questions in the College Board
tests. (14) d

Finally, we have undertak,en .a study of the relationship between
curricular background and test performance which involved all of the
College Board Achievement Tests., It is our hope that the data. from
this study will Provide us with a vastly richer frame of reference for
building specifications to insure that .ek.otests reflect accurately the
learning of.all candidates.

1-have wandered over a wide territory, and perhaps it would be a
good idea for to summarize what I think I've been saying about.
principles of d eloping tests for the culturally different. First, .since
test scores are often misinterpreted or used in ways which reflect un-
favorably on the culturally different, whenever possible without seri-
ous reductions in validity, differences should be elifninated at the point
of test construction.-Second, if the test is dpiedictor and if sub-gro
of sufficient size are available, the validity of a test should by deter-
mined separately for each sub - group, Third, if cultural 'differences
remain after careful test construction, the fact should be -cornfnuni-
cated tp test users with guides to proper interpretation of test scores
for those who are culturally different. Finally, when assessments
rather than predictions are involved, the basis of comparison should
be expanded to include -the judgments of _different groups of experts
as well as differences in responses to test tems by different groups
of test-takers,
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In the, course Of prep
guidance froth_ tbe
-Testing Problems.for
served two Purposes.
Mate of. the leve,I of
grossly, underetimate
ready assumed that i
tri[elligence cif this gr
subject of measuring
if so, tO what extent, s
ground.

My Search produc
Conference, a, panel c
Turnbcill addressed tremsclvcs to the problem of the influence of

cultural background on test performance ,(6). The panel discussed at
ength idifferenceg in test performance for various cultural groups and

considered the proble, n of test ,items which seemed to differentiate
variou cultural group . The reports of the panel members as well as
the lively discussion that ensued have fortunately been preserved in
the 134credings. In 1956; Bayley delivered a paper on -A New Look
at the I Curve of lute ligence," which contained a section on some
enviro thenta.1 determ ners of intelligence (2"). Unfortunately, a time
limit p evented Bayley, from developing this section or her paper more
fully: in 1956, the record indicates that the topic of environmental
measu errrent has not been-dealt with This seems to me to be rather
unfOrt nate, And Tr shall endeavor to-draw your-attention-la this rather
neglec cd area.

ring to address this august Assemblage, I sought
oceedings -of the Invitaizonul Conference an
he past fifteen yews. This bibliographic search
First, 1. was interested in obtaining some esti-

of the papers so that I would not
the sophistication of the audience. -(1 had al

virtually impossible to overestimate the
up.). econd, vs curious as to whether the
nvironmcnts liaiPbeen previously treated and
nee (didn't -want to go over previbusly covered

he following results: In'the 1949 Invitation'al
mposed of Anastasi, Haggard, Stephenson and



Thcreis abundant evidence
rind in test performance a

environments in- Which in
differences in trick, s

traced rather. spectacularly
and most recent! work
Hunt (9) and (3) have

ayiorial,:differences
suit f differences in the'
ratherAhan. of inherent

in mg has b'etri deritorr
(13) and,Kirk (12), ,
glass in England (5)'.
rued the results of a.

number of Well dies, Howev ..accumulation of evi--

idence- we have ersisted in our' view trig in essentially indi-
. -

vidualistic terms. is the individual ig' ifinsidercd an ``X" to
be sOlved, and the environment in whi, ,. the inividoal 1-)as lived is

considered as bit one source of errdY,t which can be handled by.

. appropriate weighting. pi.te- esults s t1ne other iprocedure, This ,

view of:testing is reflec uros: easureinents Yearbook,

which contains descrip ns and revi lhousands'of instruments:

for the peasurement o . In I characteristics, but few- for
.

thelmeasurenient of enyirOnments. .

'This is indeed an unfortunate affairs. )All theories of learn-
, .

ing and behavior grialcs, provision the influence of the environment

on. the development/of human eha actertstics, but.4s noted above, we
have. not had a- Corresporidirig etriphasis in our measurement, pro-

cedures. I would also subrnit that kve have rarely atte/mPted to sys-

tematically
. , iil relee individual test idata to environme44 to in ways

which are designed to increase: ur understanding of ' e interactive

process between the indi'vidual. and the environment.
To .be sure, we do ha,,e'some -environmental measures. HoWever,

the number of insruments designed to'IlleaSLIFC characteristics of the

'environment is quite small' when compared with the number of in

struments ddig d,to measure characteristics of the individual. Also

those
r

envirOnin -rital measures that are available are usually limited
general measures of social status or economic well-being. However,,

would .'seem that just as a general riitasure of intelli!ence or` IQ'

obscured many important differences anYping individuals so a general ;

index of social status nr economic well-being has obscured many very
important,differences among environ ents. The work of Kahl, ( 1(1),
for exampre, has been quite reveal; g in its findings of some of the
differences which are to be found i;cithin a given social claSs;. There is,

however, an even more basic- difficulty in the use' of ,,a general index

of social status or 'economic well-being to characteri'ze on environment.
Such indices usually represent a summation of a number of symptbms
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iurface 'ellAracteristics
ormation about ithe s

an environment and as such I give -little.
i ways m',whicb environmental 'factors

was eniphasized by Bayley in her 11 m addFess and was
one of -central themes inAriastasi s paper, Heredity, Environment

.,

and
.

the.Que tion, 'HOW "'(a )-
our °ray; we have attempted, to Alpo* some of the guidelines

for envirOnMentRI .research suggested by Anastasi, Bayley, Bloom,
and others: In doing so, ,we have Utilized a conception of the environ-,
ment *Wills aiffdrer frcnfi that'uspd.in the development: of` previous,
envirOnmental ineasu eslin fOut ways:` ,

Instead of viewing an environment a single entity,. we haveINI
postulated that:a ,sirigle ph3sical environment ay be Made up of a
numbef of 'sub environments, with each sub environment. 'operating
to influence the development of a specific characteristic E r purposes
of measurement, We would conceive of an environment fo the deval- lir
opment of -stature, anothei- environment for the development' of gen-
eral intelligence, another for the development of indspendence, and
so forth. Thus, for us, the problem of measurfng an environment was

,..) teducedto the i entifitation and measurement of those aspects of the
total environ_ nt which were likely to be related to the development
of selected spe ifie characteristics..

2. Rather than measuring some of the More surface manifestations
or symptoms of an environment, we have been interested in measuring.
environmental variables which we have hypothesized would be likely'
to directly influence the development of specific characteristics.This
-departure from some of the more conventional approaches has in the
case of rneesufing the,horne environment; for example, resulted in our
investigating -what parOts do in their interactions with their children
rather than what parents are in terms of status level of father's occu-
pation,.type of dwelling, sourer of income, and, so forth.
. 3. We have attempted: to summarize and treat environmental data

through the use of psychometric procedures.,Instead of isolating any
particular environmental variable which might be related to a par-

r_ ticular characteristic, we have attempted to sample a variety of the
procelses and Conditions in an environment witch were hypothesized
to be related to a characteristic, and to summarize- these in describing
an environfrient. This is essentially the same procedure we follow in
testing. That is we would .no sooner describe a student's performance'
in a certain subject by his response to A single test item than we would

,
I
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'describe an environment on the basis ofta sin le.fe Lure of that en-,

vironthent. We have felt, in other words, that a-sumrnarization of a
rtaripsn.desing ai_Leavirontneni. as

a number is in describing a. competence in a

subject. w1.
4. We have attempted to,systematically relate measurements of the

e onment' to measurements of the individual. This has bien an
emely important feature of our work. A numkjer .of investiotors

ave developed environmental instruments which attempt to measure

selected aspects of an environment, but haye not related environmental
data to incliOdual test data. In our work, the importance of sys-
tematically relating:the two iuds of data can be indicated by noting
that one of the criteria for th validation'of our environmental meas-

es has been individual mea res of the -characteristic under study.

To bile)/ summarize, our aPproach to the measurement of en-
vironments has been characterized by.',conceiving of specific environ- i.
ments for th3 development of particular characteristics, attempting

to measure environmental variables which were hypothesized to be
directly related to the development of partioular characteristics, s_um-

,inarizing and treating.environmental data.through the use of psycho-

metric procedures, and relating environmental measurenori to indi7.
vidual measurements. The remainder of this paperewilf be devoted to
describing the development of two environmental titOwes based on
the above ideas and presenting some of the results we have obtained.

While environmental influences may range ft-orty the most immedi-

ate social interaction to the t'rlost remote cultural forces, we chose:

the homeias the physical environment for our study. ,The reason for
`this was our assunwtion that the'horne produCes the first, and per

haps most insistent, influences on the clZvelopinent of the charac-

teristics we were concerned with general intelligence_ and academic

achievement.
The _first step in developing our environmental measures was to

compile a list of are conditions and processes in the. en'Vilonmentowhich

theory and previous research wereindicated we li ely to influegne the
,
ea- _ -

development of general intelligence and/or a emic achik. ent.

The areas from which such variables were .dra n included child de-.
velopmentlearning theory, Motivation, and psychometry Special

ifforts. were maZle to select variabl8 which were as close nas possi6le,

being environmental ,counterparts of the components of the indi-

le vidUal characteristics. The environmental variables which were iden

tir
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,.
dried as lib* to be related to acadernikchievement were.: 4 the climate
created for achievement motivation; the opportunities ovided for
verbal developm nature dnd amount of assistance provided in
overcommg,a ertic titicultics; they activity ,I,el-rthe significant
individuals in the edvironmt, the revel of intellectuality"in tlie en-

' vironment; and the kinds of work habits that are expected of the indi-
_
vidual. Environniental variables identified as likely to be related to
general intellience .were: the stimulation prktmicled for intellectual
growth the opportunities provided for and emphasis on verbal de-
velgpment; and the provision for general types,of leaLni_ng in a variety
of situations. t

No claim is ma thatjhese two lists of variables exhaust the rangeta
,

of, conditions in lie home which can influence the development. of
academic. achievement and general intelligence. Rather, they a ,

viewed as a sample of environmental conditions which were hypothe
sized to be related to the develop nt of these characteristics.

There are two notablei featur s about these two lists of
variables. First, there 1. considerable overlap bet

vio lists, which' is largeily a re ection of the overlap between the two
characteristics, as bAs beery pointed it by Kelley (.11 ) and Colerndn
and Cureton ,(4). Second, the vari bles were stated in quite general

rms. This racletbf specificity made t necessary,to define each environ-
/

mental variablr, irn operational, ocm for urposes of measurement.
*Thus, for each variable, we developetia lis -of-prbeess characteristics

onsisting of pOcific behaviors of parents and others in the home
whkh were likely to be related to general intelligence and/or aca-
demic achievement.

L

An illustration or two is perhiaprjin orde . One of the- vklablei '

hypothesized' to influence the development .0 academic achievemegt
was th^limate in the home for achie,vemern mcOotion. The specific-., ...
process characteristics which were defined-,as comprising this vari ble

ere: the parental aspirations fo- the child's,education ;. the parents'
wn aspirations; , parental concern ,Nr n.aeademic achievement;

s cial press in the- home \ortiacademki, achikvement; the rewards c-
corded academic accomplishments.; parental knowledge of the e uce-

1 -

tional progress of the child; and the preparations made Kg the attain-f i

'anent ,of educational goals, The breakdown of each_ environmental
invariable into specific easurable characteristics was in each case,
v based oh relevant then previous resta.rcb. In 'n similar' wayiehe

variable termed "opportunities- which was provided for 'verbal ,dc-
.
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n -- one of the thrd variableh hypothesized as "comprising

e environment for the development of general. intelligence '-. was
.,4

_ analyzed into the following process charaetenstics: the emphasis on
use o anguage a yap y o lleopportunities-prov*Ed
for enlarging vocabulary, parental emp a n correctness of usage;
and the quality of languge kodels'available.

Ore % the process cffaracteristics comprising each environmental
variable were speci4ed; it As necessary to deVelop a set of procedures,

for gathering evidence -abot the strength' opeack characteristic. The
procedure, Spar settlell. (von involved the use of _an extended inter-
view with the mother (and sometimes both p tints) 4-1 the home with-

opt the child being present, and the use of a et of rotting scales. Ques
tions were _developed ro elicit Oformation boil& the presence and
strength of each process characteristic. These questions were then 1

ganizedint an interview schedule. At ihrl) same tipty a series of
wink scales as constructed: These scales were used to obtain ratings

fbriach 'Of e process characteristics.
.

Once the nterview schedule was eveloped, it was -pilot-tested Irr+,

-' a small sample of ho es. On the b sis of preliminary findings, the
A f interview schedule was revised and retested. This time it was found

that enough information could be obtained in an interview lastin
abbut an hour and a half and consisting of 463 questions. The inforr
mation that was obtained was uSd in rating the I3' process cha_ F

teristics comprising the itistrume measuring tile environment for
general intelligence, and ate 21 pr cess characteristics which come )'

)prised the instrument .measuring c envir ment for academic
achievement.

It was noted earlier that the focus of our investigation was what'

parents did rather thrftwhat parents were in terms orstatuS, economic

c) well-being, or some other demographic vrible. The questions in the
'Interview schedule were cartfplly designed to*licit information about
what parents actuallyVid insofar as general intelligence and ac4dernic

achievement were concerned. I.

One process characteristic which was i-neasured, for example was

the parents' educational aspirations for the child. In the course o
interview, the parents were asked how m ch education they wishe,d

their child to have how much educatio ey actually expected their '..t
,child to receive, and the minimum amount or eeducation alb felt

Their child must have. Sri response to these questions, a number of
parents indicated that they hoped their child would receive a college

,
.

,.....
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education. Later in the interview, the topic was brought up again, and
parents whbhafl indicated that they hoped their child. would go on to
cvlle e 'were -ueriedt s ..trhat ans had been made to finance a

_college edtitation. e -psAlers to this latter question were most ,
illuminating in differentiating a seemingly homogeneous par-.
ents who hoped that their. child wbuld have a college c ation. The
responses ranged from the. total absence of any plan for financing'a
college education to the Most elaborate- of plans. At the high end of
the scale were several parents who had already established twist funds
earmarked for their children's college expensqs. It may be noted that
parents who rated high on the planning ifor the attainment of educa-
tional goals were also the ones who indicated that education was fre-
quently discussed in the home, and that thlyhild was aware of the
educational -tans that had been made.

d

In the main study we serected a sample of 60 homes frtlim a medium-
sized MidWestern community comprised of urban, suburban, and
rural areas. Preliminary info lation was collected on all 1,062 fifth
grade ttudents in the school system. On the basis of student descrip-
tions of the father's occupation, social class ratings were obtained and
a stratified random sample cyf homes was selected for study, The num-
ber of cases drawn from each social class grouping was proportional
to the number of male adults in each grbuping in the'LLS_--population
according to Department of Labor data.

Contact was made 'with each of the selected homes an an inter-,
view. w}h the mother was requested, In those eases . in which the
mother was unwilling or .unable to participate, an alternate home was
selected. The interviews were conducted in the home with the mother
when the child was n8t present. To' establish rapport, the mothers were
assured at the outs_ of the interview that all information would be
treated confidentially hnd that the school would receive only group
resulp and not individual reports.

On the, basis of the information collecied during the course of the
interviews, eacWhorri was,rated on eachof the process charaCteristics
comprising the two instruments. For each environmental measure, all
homes v.(efe fated on one process characteristic, then on another, and
so forth, The process characteristics in.,each instrument were averaged
to obtain.the environmental variable ratings. These ratings were, in
turn, combined to obtain the two total environmental ratings one
for die environment for academic achievement and one for the en-
vironment for intolli enee. us, it was possible to conduct two sepa-
. e 99,e
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rate investigations based on the same interview material.

At a later time achievement test 'Scores on the Metropolitan
Achievement Test Bak cry -.nod intelligence test scores on the Henmon-

,Nelson Test Of Mental Ability were obtained from school files for the

60 fifth graders in the homes selected for study. The environmental
data and the test data were theh systemalically relatedi.

A full discussion of the results of our work is unfortunately beyond
the bounds of this paper. However, the major findings can be pre-
spited and some implications for further research as well as educa-
tignal practice can brtentatively drawn. The first Major finding con-
cerns the relationship tjetween the total rating for the intellectual
environment and measured general intelligence. The correlation be-
tween these two variables Was +.69. This can be contrasjed with the
correlation between sociaratus and measured general intelligence

--- which has beeh found to lie between +.20 and +.40. Accepting the
correlation of +.40 as the correct estimate of the relationship between
social status and intelligence, it would seem that the newer approach
to the measurement of the environment accounts for about three times
as much of the variance ip general intelligence as a me sure of social
status.

The second maim' finding in our work concerns the relationship
between the total ratinlof the environment for the development of
academic achievement (rid achievement test data. The correlation be-
tween the total environmental rating and the total achievement battery
score was +.80. Again, this may be contrasted with the correlation
between social status and academic achievement which has been found

to be of the order of +.50: la terms of the proportion of variance
accounted for, the newer approaclrto the nieastatement of the en-
vironment would seem to account for at least two and one half times

as much of the variance in total academic achievement' as a measure
of social status. Taken together, the two correlations between the new
environmental measures and intelligence and academic '-if hievement
reflect a new levelppf relationship between measures of, the environ-

ment and measures of'individual characteristics.
This new order of relation hip F.an have a number of important

implications for thebry, research, and practice. The tkidings would

suggest that the conception of a single physical environment as con- ,
sisting, of a number of sub-environments for the development and

maintenarie-cof specific characteristics is a powerful one indeed and,
if fully devp ped, could greatly enhance owl understanding of the
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The correlations between the over-all environmental rating and
specific achievement sub-test scores rasged.from + 55 icy arithmetic
computation to +.77, for word knowledge. The six' sub-iests. linked
M decreasing Order of.their eorrelation with the over-all environental

.
rating wpre: word knowledge; reading; language;-drithmetic problem

., , .

solving 'snd el:Incepts; word discrimination; and arithmetic e omputa-
tion. This ordering of the various sub-test score correlations with the

.total environmental rating might well have been anticipated. The in-
fluence of the environment on acaemic arhievement could be expected
to be greatest in. the language area because much of the basic socializa-
don of the child is usually accomplished through the medium of lan-
guage and, in Our culture, tys -responsibility rests pretty clearly in
thebNorne. Thus, the Jact th4t the three highest correlations with the
total environmentaleting were word knowledge, reading, and language
might well have been expected. Similarly, the one individual charac-
teristic in which the responsibility for development `I-6Es most clearly
with the school is-arithmea computation. Again, the fact that arith-

_metic computation - was the lowest correlation with the over-all sn-
vironmental rating might also have been anticipated. It should be
noted that this ordering of the correlations between the achievement

.sulvest scores and -the total environmental rating helps to establish
the construct validity of the two instruments as much as 'do the
correlations with over all academic achievement and with general
intelligencL

It was mentioned earlier that the correlation between the over-all
rating for the environment for the development p( academic achieve-
ment and the total achievement batteryl score was .+.80: This repre-
sents a high level of relationship and can be considered to be quite. -

sufficient for purposes- of prediction, That is, a measure' of what par-
ent,s do in the home can be used to predict school achievement with
a fairly high degree of accuracy, In actual pi-actice, however, the results,
of intelligence tests are often used as the basis for making decisions
about the placement and educational treatment of-students. This Fact-
prompted us to find out what. happehed when intelligence and environ-
menta data were combined to predict ackidemic achievement. This
invol ed the computation of the multiple correlation between IQ and
the over-all environmental rating for-academic .achieverneni with the
total achievement battery score. The multiple correlation thus obtained
was +.87. This represents an extremely high level of relationship. In
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fact, this is almost the upper limit fo such 4 correlation when one
takes into consideration the reliability o he various inktniments. Sta-

tistically speaking:the amount of:avar.ion in academic achievement
accounted for by intellipnee test scores alone was 58 per cent (r ==-

+.76). Whet a measure of the environment is added, the amount of

,_varianqe iu academic achievement accounted for rises to .76- per cent.
Thtis-, the addition of a measuie of the environment greatly enhances'

the estimation of academic achievement.
Since the studies described here represent the application_ of A

psychometric approach to the measurement of environments, it-is cus-

tomary to report .some technical da-ta about the instruments. The
reliabilities Of the two, instruments were estimated througlyan anal sis

of variance. procedure suggested' by Hoyt (8), The reliability eti-
r-rtate$ s obtained through-use of this procedure were .89 for the measure

of the environment for the developrnent of intelligence and .95 for
the measure of the environment for the development of academic
achieveent.

Valiatty data about the two environmental measures inheres largely

in the correlations with the nitasured individual characteristics gen-

eral intelligence and academic achievement. Additional evidence about
the validity of the measure of the intellectual reivraThrfent was ob-

tainedahrough a double cross-validation (it's important to rfrnember
that the hyphen comes between cross and validation). This procedure
was proposed by Mosier (14) and is designed to furnish evidence

about the stability of results based on a single tesiing. It involves the

random division of the total sample into two sub-samples, computa-

tion of regression weights for each sub-sample iarately, and the
application of_each'rset of regression weights to the other sub-sample

for ircdictiolr of the driterion. In our study, the resulting correlations '
for the two sub-samples were +.663 and +.664. These are extremely
close to the correlation of +.690 for the total sample and, as such,

tend to fortify the original findings.
There are a number of additional findings but, unfortunately, these

will have to wait until a fuller report of our work is prepared. How-

ever, with even the sketchy outline presented, some generalizlitions
and implications can be drawn. The first generalization we would offer

is that the conception of the ironment upon which the present
instruments were based does indeed seem to be a fruitful one for meas-

uring and analyzing environ ents. The high correlations between the

environmental measures an lthe specific characteristics selected for
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N-
study furnish' direct suppbrt for this generalization. However, we do
not regard our list of 4nvironmental variables 4s brany means com-
plete. Hopefully, further research will result, in the identification of
other environmental variables,/hich can be added to., or even replace,
some of our variables. This will have to be determined at some future
date. The point that we would emphasize.,' is that research on the meas-
urement of environments be directed towards the identification and
measurement of, ongoing environmental processes in relation to spe-
cific human characteristic's. It would seem to us that environments for

"the development and maintenance of such characteristics as depend-
ence, aggression, dogmatism, and others could be delineated and
measured and systematically ,related to measures of the particular
characteristic. Such research endeavors could greatly enhance our
understanding of the develop_ ment of manyhurnan characteristics.

A second generalization which emerges from our work concerns
the relationship between the environment and intelligence and aca-
demic achievement, Much of our_ work gives quantitative support to
the ideas of the effect of experience on intelligence and achievement
put forth by Hebb (7), Hunt (9) and others. The level of relation-
ship between the measures of the environment, and intelligence and
achievement are significantly higher than those found in previous
studies which used sbcialstatus or some other general index as a
measure of the nature and quality of the environment_ Moreover, these
new levels of relationship seem to be quite in line with the expecta-
tions of the theoreticians. It is again hoped that further research will
be undertaken to test these findings.

If additional research does confirm these findings, then it Would
seem that there are a number of implications for educational practice.
One obvious implication wouldinvolve the development of new cur-
ricula designed to help` overcome identified environmental deficiencies
among students. Useful information about the ingredients for pro-
grams of compensatory education could be obtained from careful ex-
amination of the environmental measures. The reason for this is that
the environmental-process variables identified for study are, by and
large, educationally malleable ones. That is, the variables represent
environmental processes which can be manipulated in an educational
situation. Forexample, one of the process characteristics in the meas-
ure of the intellectual environment was the opportunity provided for
learning outside the home (excluding the school ). If the homes which
students come from ar- ound to .rate low on this characteristic, it
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would seem that the school might well undertake t6 urnish a number
of experiences in this area. An extensive program of field trips, for
example, could be undertaked to overcome this deficiency. Similarly, ;=

if the homes which students come from are found to be deficient 'in

according rewards for academic achievement, the school could under-

take to develop a greater system-of rewards for such accbmplishments
and, perhaps, begin to work in concert with the, hbme in insuring that
academic achievement is acknowledged and rewarded. The point
here is that the measure of environmental processes rather than status
characteristics can furnish inforniation which can `be of direct service

in the planning and conduct of educational programs.
It is rather fortunate that the framework for educationalAprograms

designed to overcome environmeiral deficiencies already exists at the
elementary school level. The existence of self-contained classrooms

and the recent development Of an ungraded primary system could
greatly facilitate compensatory educational programs. Even the tra-
ditional parent-teacher conference can be of great assistance in edu-
cational programs designed to overcome environmental deficiencies.
As currently used, the parent-teacher conference serves mainly to
inform parents _of the child's progress in school. It seems possible that
this function Gould be easily expanded to include the colle'ction of
certain standard information about the home environmental s, en-
vironmental data could be easily gathered and serve as a basis for
planning programs of instruction.

There are a number of other practical uses for environmental data

which could be suggested. However, the mist tantalizing problems are
probably the theoretical one% For example, how stable is the environ-\

ment or, more importantly, what arc the conditions which make for
stability in an environment? Also, how Can one assess the variety of
environments affecting the child as he, grows older? What are the
points when environmental interventi4 will have the greatest likeli
hood for success? These are thorny problems, and we do not have the
answers. However, we do believe we have a methodology which can
be of service in attacking these questions. Essentially, this methodology
involves the application of our measurement procedures to the study of
the environment and consists of four steps.

The first step entails the definition of an environment for the de-
velopment of a specific characteristii:. This construct is drawn largely

from the relevant theory concerning the development of a particular
characteristic. The second step involves the identification of the spe-
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cific environmental conditions and processes which are likely to di-
rectly affect the development of the characteristic. Again, this step
involves the extensive use of theory coupled with previous research

concerning the development of the characteristic under study. The
third step consists of the collection of evidence about the various en-
viroirdental processes. In our work, we made use of an interview-and

a series of rating scales. However, there are a number of additional.
ways to gather such evidence. The work of Paceand Stern (15) sug-
gests that the use of participant observers can furnish important infor-
ination about an environment. Observational procedures can also be
utilized. It would seem that many of the procedures that have Lieen

developed to measure individual characteristics can be adapted and
applied to the measurement of environments. The fourth step in meas-

uring an environrrient consists of treating environmental data through

the use of psychometric procedures and systematically relating data
about the individual to data about the environment. This is an ex-
tremely important step since it is only through this process that en-
vironmental information can give full meaning to data about indi-
vidual el-Larvae sties.

In.addition n the four steps listed above, the same technical con-
siderations abou reliability and validity which we are concerned with

in the development ot; tests of individual characteristics must be dealt
with. Again, our psychometric procedures can be utilized to gain
answers to these technical q estions.

It is not necessary to folio the four steps in the order listed above
and study the environment in relation to one characteristic, then an-

other, and so forth. A number of environments and individual char-
acteristics can and, perhaps should, be studied simultaneously. It

would seem that factor analysis, which has proven so powerful in the

identification of the major dimensions on which individuals differ, may

prove to be as powerful in defining the dimensions on which environ-

ments differ.
n closing, I invite you to give consideration to the prospects for

environmental research. I would submit that as we make use of the
conception that a single physical environment may consist of a num-
ber of sub-environments and seek to develop measurement procedures
that capture the operant social and psychological conditions and proc-

esses in an environment, we should be able to greatly increase our
understanding of the process of how individual characteristics are
developed and maintained. Only when we have such undaStanding
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an we develop more adequate theories of behavior, and only then
can we determine how particular daracte ics- can be 'maintained
or altered.
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Social class
and Cultural. Grout

Differences
_In Diverge Mental

Abilities*
GORD0N FIFER
Hunter. College of
tOChy University of Nev ork

This paper is a becessarily. abbreviated report of a study completed
at Hunter College under the ,co-directorship of Professor Gerald
Lesser, Dr. Donald Clark, and the author. In an attempt to cover all
the most interesting alltects of the study, I may'occasionally be too
brief. However,- the full report will be available within the next few
weeks.

The problems of differentiated mental abilities and of their rela-
tionsh.ips. to class and cultural group composition chaPlenge us directly
in the ,urban centers. The provision of suitable educational programs
for all of the children in our schOols ?)resupposes our knowledge of
what these chiidren are like.

Despite the considerable :amount of work by psychologists in the
field of mental abilities tocreate so-called culture-free or culture-fair
tests, little has been shown to yield consistent and valid results. The
problem still remains as to how to evaluate the intellectual potential
of children whose .backgrounds necessarily handicap them seriously
on the usual tests of mental ability.

This study focbsed on two major aspects of the problem: first, to
devise tests which would be as free as possible of any direct class or
cultural bias bbt also would still be acceptable meaSures of intellectuil
traits. (It should be noted that no attempt was made to devise any
remarkably new or unique tests. ) The second goal was to structure a
testing situation which would enable each child to be evaluated under
optimal conditions. ,

This study was _made possible by a Cooperative Research- Grant from the
Office o§ Education, United States Department" of Health, Education and
Welfare.
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Hypotheses
The specific goitl of this study was to examine the 'patterns among
various`mental abilities in first-grade children florn different social

class and cufiktral backgrounds. We accepted a :definition of intelli-

gence that postulates diverse mental abilities; hence, intelligent be-
havior can be manifested in a wide variety of forms. This provid
the premise for the hypotheses tested in the study; that class, and cul-
tural influences differ not Cnly in degree but in kind, with the conse-
quence, 'that different kinds of intelledtual s -.1Is are fostered in vari-
ous environments. . .

The specific hypotheses tested were that
1. significant differences/exist among grOups of children from dif-

ferent 'social Class and cultural backgfoilnds in each of the mental
ability areas specified below;

2:, significant differences exist amo groups of chfldren from dif-
ferent- social class and cultural backgrounds in the .pattern or con-
figur:ition Oft-scores from these diverse areas of mental ability;

3. significant interactions exist between the variables of social class
and cultural background in determining the level of each mental abil-
ity and the nature of the patterns 'among them.

The Illernpfleg

The four ethnic groups selected for the study were Chinese,'Jews,
Negroes and Puerto Ricans. The design provided for 20 boys and 20
girls at both the middla class and lower class levels in each of the
ethnic groups " The total number of subjects was, therefore, 320. The

age level seleted was from 6 years to 7 years of age., The actual,
ultimate sample ranged in age from 6 years 3 months, to 7 years 5
months. The sample was bbtained with a few exceptions 'entirely in
urban, congested New York City. In brief, the .sampling procedure
consisted Of a rather detailed study of census-tract information on

ethnic group distributions and income-level distributions in the city.
Additional data were obtained from a variety of agencies including
charitable institutions, government bureaus and Market research corn-
panics= After careful plotting of the location of our population, the
relevant publit4 schools were spotted and the school authorities were
contacted with regard to sampling children in the first grade. Once
classes were identified, our examiners sampled as randomly as pos-
sible the children' at these various locations. Children with physical
handicaps or emotional disorders, or who became ill for more than a
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week were discarded. the results of children whose testing was
requested" were omitted. Approximately 500 children wore either

completely or Partially tested in, order' to try to maintain a fairly' ran-
dom selection within 011f Aratified-sample.

Thai Scales
The scales used in this study are 'rather extensive, modifications of
scales previOusly developed under a U.S. Office of Education grant
cpnducted at Hunter College from 1957 .to 1960."Tlic four scales arei,

&/Vrbal, Reasoning, Numerical and Space. The Verbal scale consists
of a 30-item picture vocabulary test and two 15--item word definition
tests yielding two-part scores; that is, a P/cture Vocabulary score and
a Word Vocabulary score plus. a total score. Both of these sqb-tests
are scored on the basis of two points, for each correct or cornpletely
acceptable response and one point for partially correct responses. The
scoring keys were carefully developed by tilt group V psyeholdgists

participating in the study.
The Reasoning scale consists of three tests: Picture Analogies Pi-

ture Arrangements apd Jump Peg. The first two tests are rclatiyely
well-known types and no, major deviatioh from, the usual fcirilnat is

employed. The Jump Peg test, however, is quite novel in that, the task
required of the subject is unlike that of any of the Children's games
available on the market, although somewhat sintilar. The ,administra-
fion of this sub-test is planned to enable each Child to start from th0
same point of knowledge about the task. It is felt that the test is a
good measure of reasoning whenever perceptual variance (zan
neutralized.

The Numerical scale consists of five sub-tests: Enumeration
items; Addition = 10 items; Subtraction 4 0 items; Multiplication

10 items; Division 10 items. Knowledge of-neither numbers nor
operational symbols is required on any of these tests. All material is
presented pictorially apd with the exception of the- Ermeration test,
in which the subject is permitted to.count with his finger, touching the
picture, all of the nume'fical operations have to be done in the child's
head. It is recognized that this scale is quite unlike the usual number
factor tests.

The Space scale consists of 4 sub tests: Object Cohletion; Jig-
Saws; Eitimating Path; and Perspective. The Object Completion sub-
test is more a perceptual-visualization measure than a pure space
measure, but this/type of test has shown to correlate fairly well with
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, . . . I ..
three-dimensiOnale'measur s. s consist of puules quite
,unlike those availbble in chil he 'require the Subject o
perceive spa al relationsh corOlete ithem streces

but require lIttle motor pro and contain none of the usual rfaI
sorting criti found in popular jrg-sa,.ir u 'les:' The Estimating Path 4

_.-. ,,

te4 was adapted from spatial tests use in the Air Force and prola-

. ably- is the weakest test in our:batiery owing to its susce bility 10

chance4'he task of the test, is to estimate Z,isuOy project dills o

airplpes. Tice - Perspective sub-test fbnsIsts oridentifying 61if o

'vision of several persons at various ppints in a sene.;ittillioygh it is

felt_ t at the hypothetical construct,,,underlying this test is prima( y'
spat: j, it is admitted-that the methwi used to evaluate the co
possibly introduces 'verbal and reasoning /variance at the
studied. , : 4' .

.v. eve!

e general const7rerations 'about the construction of the tests
sh6ie notec4

--1

I No ciading was required of t.lie subject on any test.

. All pictorial materialslivere clearly presented on large cards for
easy viewing.

i
All persons- were as neutral a4 possible Avith a careful
avoidance of the precious, pretty pictures of the usual chil-
dren's/eture.bpoks.

. 4. No ite s reqttired the nano g of an object by the subject except

on 'the erbal scale. The , additional to this was the
Obje& Completion tcsi, ho4eveti, the subject could obtain full

credit without namia? an object if he could indict his recog-
nition in some other way.

An attempt was Made to includ, only elements which appear
commonly in all cultural and class grodpg in New Piork City.

Table I k.ontains the Characteristics of the Tests and the Statistics

Obtained by the. Total iroup. It can be noted that the reliabilities of

the four total scale - Verbal .93, ReasonIng .92, Nut-net-kJ
&.,ift'

.96, and Space .85. Reastmably high reliability coeffici&nts were

obtained for all of the fourteen sub-tests with the exception of Esti-
mating Path;Perspeetive, and the 6-item Enumeration sub-test. The i
intercorrelatiOns 'of the four ',main scales are as follows: Verbal

Reasoning, .58; Verbal Nunkilcal,,54; Verbal Space, .44; Rea-,

loning Numerical, .73; ft easobing Space, .62; and Numerical -
Space, .54. As you can see, these are higher than one would like
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Table t .

Cha:6.ote-Pletlos of the Teets and S 1 s,

Obtained by the Tata iseroup (N = 329)
,-

No. of
otal'

Possible

-Stale i Settles( Items Scare

Verbal 4 PIcteVocab. 30 60
Afefd Vocob, 30 60

Total t ' 60 +120

Rfiponino 9 Pia A'nal. 18 18
Ptct. Arr. 16 16
Jump Peg ,12 12

Total 46 46

eNefeefirea 1 Siemer. = 6 , 6
Add - 10. 10
%We. 10'
Ault. 10

_10
10

Div. 10 10

Total 46 46

Space Obj. Gampl. 16 I 32
Est. Path 12, 12-
.119,Saws 16 16
Persp. 10- - 11- 0

54 70

1

T

Mean

74.4

43.4
31.0

Stand.

8.8
11.0

18.3

9.8 3.4
-7.1 4.5
5.7 3.3'

22.6 8.6

5.0 1.2
5.1 3.9
6.0 3.1
3.5 3.3
3.8 2.9

23.4 10.9

17.0 ^, 6.8
8.1 1.9
7_7 3.6
5.2 2.2 7

38.0 4.,10.7

V

Rel.
Coeff,

.84

.90

.93 f
.80
.91
.89

. .92

.68

.88
.82
.90
.88

.96

.80

.29

.89

.57

them to b. Fortunately, the high reliabilities enable us to ass rne,.
sufficient, unique variance td justify utilizing these scales to differen-
tiate thes four ateas.of mental ablity

Testing Procedures

Four psychologists helped with the revision of the scales and admin-
istered the tests. One was Jewish, one Negro, one Puerto Rican, and
One Chinese. Each had been trained beyond the master's degree level
and each had ample experience 1dininistering psychological tests, in-
cluding the standard tests'of intelligence..,Each of the 320 children in

-our study 'was tested by a psychometrician who shared his cultural
.ss identity. While the length of the testing period varied and was deter-

mined primarily,by the examiner's judgment regarding degree of rap-
port and fatigue, most commonly a child was seen for one session on
each of three separate days for 30 to 45 minutes.

The test required neitheil _reading nor writing ability and directions
were kept extremely simple. The test could be administered in Eng-
lish or in the child's primary language, or in a combination of the
two; children were permitted to respond in any combination of Ian-
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guages. Ample practice material was provided prior to each
and examiners were instructed to proceedrwith scored items only-Vheri

hat the child was familiar with the material and understood

ware do forinal steps of test administration left to the dis-
'the examiner; each step was specified in detail to assure
roceduie. Each examiner saw every other examiner and

mself a nister the test to a hild (during, the pretest phase) on
co,ta Each examiner also tested child before a one-wayvisionv

screen while the other three took careful notes of the most minute
;deviation from standard procedure.

With four exceptions, eae,h thileivas tested in his own school, in
a room alone with the exa,miner. 'Extitiners presented the tasks with

_a "game" orientation, but were itiserxtekdoto change the orientation
to a serious one the child seemed more wmfortable and productive
when dealing with "work,".

Clasurana Ethnic Oroup Designation
The designation of socio-economic class provided one of the major
problems in'the study. To make a -very long story shmt, the ultimate
technique employed was an adaptation of the Hollingshead and
Redlich scale. The three factors of fatherN (that is, -head of the house-
hold's) occupation, father's education, and dwelling unit were rated.
-A composite was then computed resulting in IA 5-class scale. Classes
I, H and Itt were designated middle class; Classes IV and V lower
class.

A major limitation of our study is the differential level of the class
designations of the subjects in the four ethnic groups and the differen-
tial separation of the class designations within the various groups. For
example, approximately two-thirds of the Jewish middle-class sub-
jects were in Class I on our scale. The Chinese and Negro middle-class
subjects were predominantly Class II. The Puerto Rican middle-class
subjects were in Classes II and Ill. The Jewish lower-class subjects
were equally divided between Classes IV and V, whereas the other
three lower-class groups were almost entirely in Class V. Hence, al-

.
though we achieved good class separation --Wihat is, at least one class
positiOn in our scale was skipped by each ethnic grOup the sepa-
rations did not occur at equivalent points on the scale. However, this
situation is the reality in New York City, and we would have distorted
our population by sampling to obtain equated groups. ri
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The ethnic designation was somewhat simpler on paper. The par-
ents of each subject had to be known to be of the particular ethnic
group. The only problem was the actual determination of the facts
for some of the subjects: Cases were discarded, however, if verification
of the parentage could not be obtained.

The analyses of the data are too extensive to be presented here in
any detail, but certain highlights should prove of interest. The sup-
port or lack_of support for our three hypotheses can be seen ih Table 2

'and the grap ic representation of them in Figure 1.

Table 2
Means of Normalized Standard Scores on the Four $cales

Listed by Ettmjc,and Social Claes Group

Group Verbal Reasoning Numerical space

Jewish Middle Class 62.6 8.6.7 59.2 56.5
Lower Class 54.7 48.5 50.2 47.0

Total 58.7 52.6 54.7 51.8

Chinese Middle Class 51.2 56.0 56.0 56.0
Lower Class 45.2 51.8 51.8 52.0

Total 48.2 53.9 53.9 54.4

Negro Middle Class 55.8 53.9 51.2 53.0
Lower Class 44.0 41.5 39.6 40.1

Total 49.9 47.7 45.4' 46,5

Puerto.Rican Middle Class 47.4 48.7 49.2 49.4
Lower Class 39.3 42.5 43.0 45.3

Total 43.3 45.6 46.1 47.4

Total Middle Class 54.2 53.8 53.9 53.9
Lower Class 45.8 46.1 46.1 46.1

Our first hypothests,that significan differences exist among groups
of children from different social class and cultural backgrounds' in
each of the four mental ability, areas, was supported.

Our second hypothesis, that significant differences exist among
groups of children from different social class and cultural backgrounds
in pattern or copfiguration of scores from these diverse areas of mental
ability, was partially supported.

Our third hypothesis, that significant interactions exist between the
variables of social class and cultural background in determining the

2 0
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level of each rn ROI ability and the nature or the patterns among
th4n, was partially'suppated. -

One can see from the graphic representation of the means that
. social `class seems to influence level of funefioning, and culturhl'iden-

tity seems to'intluence the pattern, or relative higVand low ability
areas. We have no evidence that these two factors interact in any way
that creates significant differelices in functioning. .

One or two points shotild be etnphasized: Note that thelowest.mean
group score is earned by the lower-class Puerto Ricans on, the verbal
tasks. Yet this same group does quite well, compared-with the lower-
class Negroes, on spatial tasks. ,

There is a clear and almost- uniform difference within each. cul-
tural group that is imposed by social class and runs 'itcross the four
mental ability areas. Yet, notice the difference in degree of separa-
tion betwe'en the two social classes of Chinese and the two social
classes of Negroes. To.bc cute, this may be partly due ,to factorg' built
into our study but it stillsuggests the strung possibility that social-class
difference will more strongly affect one's identity and intellectual per-
formance if he is.a Negro than if he is Chines'e. zi

It inay be =wise to point out that these data refer to differences in
the performance of groups and not the performanc6lof individuals.
They do not indicate how an individual will perform, but if he belongs
to one of these eight groups. they suggest how he is likely, to perform.
His individual deviation, be it high or low, on one score or another,
thereby becomes more useful information in understanding his inch=

vidual abilities.
One approach to Milizing refit data such as these for identifying

partitular atterns , for indiyiduals is a classification technique sug-
gestedgested by atsuoka, Table 3 illust)tes the application of the method
tci'our data. Note that the middle-class Jewish children and the lower-
class Negro children were most accurately classified and the lower
class Puerto Rican, children slightly less so. Note, how'ever, that in
addition to the 20 Puerto Rican lower-class children typical of their
class and ethnic group pattern, an additional IS had patterns like
other lower-class patterns (that is. Chinese and Negro y. It is apparent
that the middle-class Puerta Rican children were the most hetero-
geneous of any of the eight groups_

Gordon Fifer
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Classelfisetlors Analyslis

This compares the pattern of scores for' each Individual subject with the pattern profiles of
his group and other groups. It yields data concerning the degree to which a subject's profile
resembles the profile of his or the other grodps. Reference' Totsuoko, M. M. Joint Probability

f- Mimeo rilikantSvaam it Group, Harvard Graduate School of Education Report 1957.

Group
N 40, ch drc';up

Middle Chimes.
Lower Cidnise

4.

Lowerjewiiis - 0
Middle Nero 5
Lower Negro 1

Middle Puerto Rkon
Lower Puerto "icon

M Ch

13'
.

6
0

Chinese look ewe It
a lower-class Jeirr, ate,

Group Patterns

LCh M .MN IN MPR LPR.-

10 6 1 5 1 2 2

6 14 2 4 3.- I 1 90 32 4 0 0 0 0
1 : 9- 18 7 4 0 I

1 11 T 11 o 0 2

3 0 3 7 la 0 5

6 3 6 4 4 3 12

7 1 1 0 8 T 20

e.

as follows: The scores of 13 middle -Clara Chinese subjects fit
tern and level on, the four mental ability 'soles; 10 middle-doss
.closs Chinese; 6 look more like middle-cfass Jews, 1 more like..

cosimmiton
4

It iS apparent that our study has raised more questions than it has

prof ced neat answers.' Our tests need revision and refinement. Addi-
tional analyses currently being completed of the factorial coMposition

4. of the battery and of the unique non-chance variance of each .sub-test

will be useful in further interpretation of our data. It is believed that

we have strong evidence of differential patterns of mental abilities
among four New York City ethnic groups. The data reveal sharp test-
pet-fen-mance differences between middle: and lower-class groups re-

gardless of ethnic group and that the differences differ among the
-ethnic groups. Replications of the study on the same and additional
ethnic groups, using psychometricians of like and unlike background
would be valuable. There is some evidence of differences in patterns

among _the groups that may be of considerable valUe in educational
planning. The value of the study will be finally realized in the follow-up

studies we hope it will stimulate.-
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